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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’s MESSAGE

Hulamin is located in a society with unusual levels of poverty 
and inequality. Hulamin has committed itself to playing a 
positive role in addressing these problems through its values 
and Transformation actions. Hulamin has played an important 
role in the empowerment and transformation of KwaZulu-Natal 
for more than 25 years. In 2016, the Hulamin board approved 
a revised Transformation plan that focuses on preferential 
procurement, employment equity, ownership and control as well 
as enterprise and supplier development.

In the year under review, we have made important strides in 
establishing the Aluminium Beneficiation Initiative,  
an organisation focused on developing entrepreneurial activity 
in the aluminium value chain, the Nyonithwele High School 
science and biology laboratories, and a health partnership with 
the Provincial Department of Health and the American Embassy 
(PEPFAR Programme).

We remain committed to driving this change from within.  
To this end, and although the journey is long, we made important 
progress in 2017 in adapting to the revised BEE Codes as 
published by the department of Trade and Industry. Our 2016 
score (published in 2017) justified a Level 5 rating. However, 
primary aluminium is only available in South Africa from a single 
source, South 32’s Hillside Smelter, which is not “empowered”. 
As a result we could not achieve the required Preferential 
Procurement sub-minimum score to prevent us from being 
penalised down to a Level 6.

In 2017, Hulamin brought in a team of international safety 
auditors to assess safety performance and systems throughout 
all operational areas. Although a number of areas for 
improvement were identified (largely through finding the root 
causes of incidents that do occur), no major concerns were 
raised.

Safety levels achieved in 2017 (TRCFR was 0.61) were not as  
good as those achieved in 2016 (0.27).

Although we maintained our improved safety incident frequency 
rates, on Monday, 6 November 2017, Michael Gumede,  
a contractor working the roof of our Edendale site, fell to his 
death. We have all felt a huge sense of loss as a result of this 
most unfortunate incident. Following a thorough root cause 
investigation, we have taken a number of strong actions to 
reduce the likelihood of this unfortunate incident happening 
again.

Hulamin has an enviable depth of talent and human resources, 
of both genders and well distributed in accordance with South 
Africa’s demographic profile. I am therefore extremely proud of 
the available talent and succession pool that we have available. 
Due to the unique nature of Hulamin’s operations in Southern 
Africa, Hulamin relies heavily on developing talented employees 
from within our own ranks. I am therefore not only proud, 
but also encouraged that there is abundant talent to secure 
Hulamin’s future. 
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Richard Jacob
Chief Executive Officer
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ABOUT THIS REPORT

REPORT PROFILE
This report provides an overview of Hulamin’s sustainability 
performance during the 2017 financial year, with reference to  
and comparison with previous years.

At Hulamin we strive to reduce the negative impacts of our 
environmental footprint. In 2017 we made a positive impact 
on the socio-economic conditions in our region by stimulating 
job creation, contributing to skills development and investing 
in the community with particular emphasis on education, 
poverty alleviation and promoting broad-based black economic 
empowerment (B-BBEE).

This report captures our efforts in various sustainability 
programmes. Where available, targets are covered. Where targets 
are absent, this is due to the complexity in determining what is 
feasible in our unique circumstances. The overriding difficulty 
in setting environmental targets relates to the wide range of 
products that we manufacture and the dynamic nature of our 
product mix, which changes according to market demands.  
This is something over which we have limited control.

INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE
Once again, Hulamin has obtained external independent limited 
assurance covering selected key performance areas. To avoid 
duplication, B-BBEE key performance areas are not covered by  
the limited assurance.

Key performance areas covered by limited assurance are:

• Environmental indicators.

• Health and safety indicators.

The full list of specific indicators for which assurance was 
obtained in 2017 is contained in the assurance letter from  
KPMG Services Proprietary Limited (KPMG) which is on page 10.

The social and employment equity indicators are assured by 
Empowerdex. These include the following areas:

• Social indicators

 – CSI spend

 – Enterprise development spend

 – B-BBEE spend

 – Skills development spend

• Employment equity indicators.

VERIFICATION IN LINE WITH DTI  
B-BBEE CODES
Hulamin’s B-BBEE scorecard elements are verified by independent 
and accredited verification agency, Empowerdex.

SCOPE AND BOUNDARIES
Apart from sales offices in Europe and North America, Hulamin 
is located entirely in South Africa. All reporting takes place within 
the South African regulatory and socio-economic context, with 
consideration for international standards
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REPORTING BOUNDARIES

HULAMIN ROLLED PRODUCTS
Hulamin Rolled Products is the group’s 
largest division and most of the data 
in this report pertains to this entity. 
The Hulamin Rolled Products plants 
stretch across two adjacent sites in 
Pietermaritzburg, which makes it easier 
to monitor and report more fully on 
environmental, safety and health issues 
in particular.

HULAMIN EXTRUSIONS
The report partially covers Hulamin 
Extrusions. Hulamin Extrusions is 
located on two separate sites: one in 
Pietermaritzburg (Edendale site) and 
the other in Olifantsfontein. Being a 
multi-site operation poses challenges 
in aggregating indicators such as 
emissions and waste management. 
Certain data that is not aggregated 
or reported on in this report is 
still, however, being collected and 
monitored. The Pietermaritzburg plant 
is most fully reported on.

HULAMIN CONTAINERS
Hulamin Containers is remote from the 
main Hulamin site. Certain data that is 
not aggregated or reported on in this 
report is still, however, being collected 
and monitored.
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PARAMETER BOUNDARIES

Parameter Boundary

Employment equity All Hulamin

Preferential procurement All Hulamin – corporate

CSI All Hulamin – corporate

Enterprise development All Hulamin – corporate

Skills development All Hulamin, except Containers 

Water usage Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Effluent discharged Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Direct energy Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Indirect energy Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Carbon footprint Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Waste – general, low, high Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Waste – recycled Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Environmental incidents Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Lost time injury frequency rate All Hulamin

Total Recordable Case Frequency Rate All Hulamin

Fatalities All Hulamin

Health – HIV costs All Hulamin

Health – NIHL cases Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Health – dermatitis cases Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Value-added analysis All Hulamin

Environmental training Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Air quality Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Energy saved due to efficiency and conservation efforts Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Employee participation All Hulamin

HIV testing All Hulamin

Health education/awareness Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Occupational health training Pietermaritzburg operations of Rolled and Extrusions

Goal-oriented learning Hulamin Rolled Products

Learnerships Hulamin Rolled Products

Talent management Hulamin Rolled Products

Pipeline management programmes Hulamin Rolled Products and Hulamin Extrusions

Total skills development spend All Hulamin

Investment in employee training and development as  
percentage of leviable amount

All Hulamin

Average learning hours per employee All Hulamin

Investment in bursary scheme Hulamin Rolled Products

Employees in company-sponsored education programmes Hulamin Rolled Products

Note: Once the structures and resources are in place for improved monitoring and collection of data, and the complexity of reporting on multiple sites has been dealt 
with, those entities that do not currently report fully will start to report on their parameters in more detail. 

ABOUT THIS REPORT CONTINUED



Employees

Tax

58,8%

6,6%
Reinvested in the business 28,2%

Energy consumption

Providers of capital 6,5%

2017

56,5%

8,1%
30,8%

4,7%

2016
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ECONOMIC VALUE
VALUE-ADDED ANALYSIS

20162017

DISTRIBUTION OF VALUE-ADDED

 2017 2016
 R’000 R’000

Turnover  10 159 698  10 099 349 

Brought-in materials and services net of other gains and losses  8 211 946  8 243 661 

Value added by operations  1 947 752  1 855 688 

Applied as follows:

To pay employees  1 144 905  1 048 174 

Salaries, wages and benefits  1 144 905  1 048 174 

To pay capital providers  126 132  86 696 

Interest on borrowings  77 625  86 696 

Dividends to ordinary shareholders  48 507 –

Taxation  128 109  149 885 

Reinvested in the group  548 606  570 933 

Depreciation and amortisation  216 374  186 000 

Retained earnings  332 232  384 933 

 1 947 752  1 855 688 

Taxation for the year  128 109  149 885 
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STAKEHOLDER  
CATEGORY

MEANS OF  
ENGAGEMENT

WHY IT IS  
IMPORTANT TO US

EXPECTATIONS  
OF OUR  
STAKEHOLDERS

CONCERNS  
OF OUR  
STAKEHOLDERS

Government
(local, provincial, 
national) and 
regulatory authorities

• Personal meetings

• Written correspondence

• Through industry 
organisations, such 
as BUSA, AFSA and 
Manufacturing Circle

Licenses us to operate 
and provides a supportive 
regulatory environment

Continual and responsible 
contribution to regional 
development

• Job retention and 
creation

• Transformation and 
empowerment

• Safer workplaces

• Healthy competition 
amongst businesses

• Energy consumption 
reduction

• Reduce emissions

• Cleaner environment

Shareholders, 
investment 
community, creditors 
and lenders

• Road shows

• Regular presentations

• Interim and annual 
reports

• Published results

• One-on-one meetings

• Written correspondence

Provides financial capital 
required to sustain 
growth

Sustainable growth and 
returns on investment

• Sustainable returns

• Competitive currency

• Supportive regulatory 
and business 
environment

• Future growth for the 
business

Customers • Meetings and site visits

• Business association 
meetings

• Contract negotiations

To sustain growth Reliable service, good 
quality products and 
competitive prices

• Long-term security of 
supply

• Consistent supply of 
products

• Improved 
manufacturing 
capability and product 
range

Suppliers  
and service providers

• Meetings and site visits

• Performance audits and 
reports

• Contract negotiations

Safe, good quality and 
good value products, and 
reliable services that 
support growth

Continued growth and 
relationships

• Long-term supply 
contracts

• Efficient payment 
cycles

Media • Media releases

• Interviews by media

Creating and sustaining 
awareness about 
Hulamin 

Responsible corporate 
citizenry

• Non-compliance with 
legislation

• Growth opportunities

OUR KEY RELATIONSHIPS

We recognise that in order to create sustainable value for all, we need to be responsive to the expectations of all stakeholders.

To meet these expectations it is crucial to build trust and respect with our stakeholders. We believe that this will impact positively on our 
reputation and thus allowing us to engage proactively on issues of mutual interest.

Our engagements are informed by global best practice. The table below lists stakeholder categories and how we engage with them, and the 
expectations and concerns of stakeholders.
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STAKEHOLDER  
CATEGORY

MEANS OF  
ENGAGEMENT

WHY IT IS  
IMPORTANT TO US

EXPECTATIONS  
OF OUR  
STAKEHOLDERS

CONCERNS  
OF OUR  
STAKEHOLDERS

Employees • Regular letter from the 
Chief Executive Officer

• Weekly plant and 
shopfloor walkabouts 
by members of the 
executive

• Internal newsletters

• Interim and full-year 
financial performance 
updates

• Meetings with 
internal trade union 
representations

• Shop floor briefings

• Communication Boards

• Employee engagement 
surveys

• Climate surveys

Develop customer-centric 
teams

Provision of gainful 
and safe employment

• Employment security

• Safe working 
environment

• Competitive 
remuneration and 
benefits packages

• Workforce 
transformation

• Information and 
communication

• Participation and 
empowerment

Communities  
and NGOs

• Public and personal 
meetings

• Community outreach 
programmes

• Corporate social 
investment initiatives

Building and nurturing 
existing relationships, 
and creating a conduit 
to better understand 
community needs and 
interests

Responsive contribution 
to community interests 
and needs

• Support for 
key community 
developments and 
activities

• Sponsorships and 
donations

• Employment 
opportunities

• Support for 
environmental 
initiatives

Business 
organisations

• Participation in 
meetings

• Affiliations

To influence and drive 
agendas that support 
our business. Also, to 
network for expertise  
and experience

United business voice Workforce 
transformation 
and continued 
industrialisation  
of South Africa
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INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE

TO THE DIRECTORS OF HULAMIN LIMITED
We have undertaken a limited assurance engagement on selected 
key performance indicators (KPIs), as described below, and 
presented in the 2017 Sustainability Report of Hulamin Limited 
(Hulamin) for the year ended 31 December 2017 (the Report). This 
engagement was conducted by a multidisciplinary team of health, 
safety, environmental and assurance specialists with extensive 
experience in sustainability reporting.

PROVIDER’S LIMITED ASSURANCE REPORT ON SELECTED KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

SUBJECT MATTER
We are required to provide limited assurance on the following 
selected KPIs, marked with a ‘LA’ on the relevant pages in the 
Report. The selected KPIs described below have been prepared in 
accordance with Hulamin’s reporting criteria that accompanies the 
performance information on the relevant pages of the Report (the 
accompanying Hulamin reporting criteria).

Category Key Performance Indicators Boundary

ENVIRONMENTAL Direct energy consumption (gigajoules); 

Indirect energy consumption (gigajoules); 

Total carbon footprint (using Eskom 
electricity conversion factor); 

Total effluent discharge; 

General waste disposed; 

Low hazardous waste disposed;  
High hazardous waste disposed;  
Solid waste recycled; 

Total water consumption; 

Number of environmental incidents.

Pietermaritzburg operations only of Hulamin 
Rolled Products and Hulamin Extrusions

SOCIAL HIV/AIDS spend (expressed in Rands) Hulamin 

HEALTH AND SAFETY Employee and contractor lost time injury 
frequency rate (LTIFR); 

Employee and contractor total recordable 
frequency case rate (TRFCR);

Number of fatalities.

Hulamin 

HEALTH AND SAFETY New noise induced hearing loss (NIHL) cases 
for year; 

New dermatitis cases for the year

Pietermaritzburg operations only of Hulamin 
Rolled Products and Hulamin Extrusions

DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES 
The Directors are responsible for the selection, preparation and 
presentation of the KPIs in accordance with the accompanying 
Hulamin reporting criteria. This responsibility includes the 
identification of stakeholders and stakeholder requirements, 
material issues, for commitments with respect to sustainability 
performance and for the design, implementation and maintenance 
of internal control relevant to the preparation of the Report that is 
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

OUR INDEPENDENCE  
AND QUALITY CONTROL
We have complied with the independence and all other 
ethical requirements of the Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants issued by the International Ethics Standards Board 
for Accountants, which is founded on fundamental principles 
of integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due care, 
confidentiality and professional behaviour.

KPMG Services Proprietary Limited applies the International 
Standard on Quality Control 1 and accordingly maintains a 
comprehensive system of quality control including documented 
policies and procedures regarding compliance with ethical 
requirements, professional standards and applicable legal and 
regulatory requirements. 
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OUR RESPONSIBILITY
Our responsibility is to express limited assurance conclusions on 
the selected KPIs based on our work performed. We conducted 
our engagement in accordance with the International Standard 
on Assurance Engagements (ISAE) 3000 (Revised), Assurance 
Engagements other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial 
Information, issued by the International Auditing and Assurance 
Standards Board. That Standard requires that we plan and 
perform our engagement to obtain limited assurance about 
whether the selected KPIs are free from material misstatement.

A limited assurance engagement undertaken in accordance 
with ISAE 3000 (revised) involves assessing the suitability in the 
circumstances of Hulamin’s use of its reporting criteria as the 
basis of preparation for the selected KPIs, assessing the risks 
of material misstatement of the selected KPIs whether due to 
fraud or error, responding to the assessed risks as necessary in 
the circumstances, and evaluating the overall presentation of the 
selected KPIs. A limited assurance engagement is substantially 
less in scope than a reasonable assurance engagement in relation 
to both risk assessment procedures, including an understanding 
of internal control, and the procedures performed in response to 
the assessed risks.

The procedures we performed were based on our professional 
judgement and included inquiries, observation of processes 
performed, inspection of documents, analytical procedures, 
evaluating the appropriateness of quantification methods and 
reporting policies, and agreeing or reconciling with underlying 
records.

Given the circumstances of the engagement, in performing the 
procedures listed above we:

• Interviewed management and senior executives to obtain 
an understanding of the internal control environment, risk 
assessment process and information systems relevant to  
the sustainability reporting process;

• Inspected documentation to corroborate the statements  
of management and senior executives in our interviews;

• Tested the processes and systems to generate, collate, 
aggregate, monitor and report the selected KPIs;

• Inspected supporting documentation and performed analytical 
procedures on a sample basis to evaluate the data generation 
and reporting processes against the reporting criteria;

• Assessed the reasonableness and appropriateness of 
significant estimates and judgments made by directors  
in preparation of the key performance indicators;

• Undertook site visits to the Pietermaritzburg operations; and

• Evaluated whether the selected KPIs presented in the Report 
is consistent with our overall knowledge and experience of 
sustainability management and performance at Hulamin.

The procedures performed in a limited assurance engagement 
vary in nature from, and are less in extent then for, a reasonable 
assurance engagement. As a result the level of assurance 
obtained in a limited assurance engagement is substantially 
lower than the assurance that would have been obtained had we 
performed a reasonable assurance engagement. Accordingly, we 
do not express a reasonable assurance opinion about whether 
Hulamin’s selected KPIs have been prepared, in all material 
respects, in accordance with the accompanying Hulamin reporting 
criteria.

LIMITED ASSURANCE CONCLUSION
Based on the procedures we have performed and the evidence we 
have obtained, nothing has come to our attention that causes us 
to believe that the selected KPIs as set out in the subject matter 
paragraph for the year ended 31 December 2017 are not prepared, 
in all material respects, in accordance with the accompanying 
Hulamin reporting criteria.

OTHER MATTERS
The maintenance and integrity of the Hulamin’s Website is the 
responsibility of Hulamin management. Our procedures did not 
involve consideration of these matters and, accordingly we accept 
no responsibility for any changes to either the information in 
the Report or our independent assurance report that may have 
occurred since the initial date of presentation on the Hulamin 
Website.

RESTRICTION OF LIABILITY
Our work has been undertaken to enable us to express a limited 
assurance conclusion on the selected KPIs to the Directors of 
Hulamin in accordance with the terms of our engagement, and 
for no other purpose. We do not accept or assume liability to any 
party other than Hulamin, for our work, for this report, or for the 
conclusion we have reached.

KPMG Services Proprietary Limited
Per PD Naidoo
Director

6 April 2018

1 Albany Road
Parktown
Johannesburg
South Africa
2193
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PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT

PHILOSOPHY AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT
Hulamin promotes the economic empowerment of black South 
Africans and encourages supply relationships with companies 
that are actively driving Transformation, not only to support the 
new codes, but to achieve a meaningful shift in the economic 
participation of previously disadvantaged individuals in the 
country. 

The development of small black-owned enterprises so that they 
participate more meaningfully in the economy is clearly a key 
focus of the B-BBEE Act 2003 and associated Codes of Good 
Practice, and a significant driver of a key national objective  
– job creation. To support this, Hulamin’s Enterprise and Supplier 
Development (ESD) initiatives and policy framework  
(which incorporates preferential procurement) are similarly 
focused on increasing the participation of black-owned enterprises 
in Hulamin’s procurement spend, and developing and growing 
small black-owned enterprises. 

HULAMIN’S PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT 
OBJECTIVES
Hulamin is committed to increasing the participation of black-
owned businesses in its procurement spend, with particular focus 
on increasing spend with: 

• Businesses that are majority African owned (≥51%) and/or 
have significant African women ownership (≥30%);

• Small, local black-owned enterprises (Exempted Micro 
Enterprises and Qualifying Small Enterprises) from the 
communities in which Hulamin operates;

• Suppliers with a B-BBEE recognition level of Level 1 to Level 3

STRATEGY
To achieve its preferential procurement objectives, Hulamin:

• Gives preference to competitive B-BBEE compliant suppliers 
(Level 1 to Level 3), and in particular black-owned enterprises, 
in RFQ evaluation criteria and adjudications;

• May, for certain spend categories, set aside RFQs/tenders 
partially or fully for black-owned enterprises, particularly 
black-owned EMEs and QSEs from the communities in which 
Hulamin operates;  

• Actively encourages suppliers to improve their B-BBEE 
recognition levels, and in some instances, forms joint initiatives 
with strategic suppliers to drive transformation in the supply 
chain for the applicable goods or services. In this way Hulamin 
seeks to create real economic transformation and knowledge 
transfer between its larger suppliers and smaller B-BBEE 
enterprises;

• Encourages and supports joint ventures, partnerships 
and subcontracting arrangements between B-BBEE and 
established non-B-BBEE suppliers to effect skills transfer and 
to provide entry opportunities for smaller B-BBEE suppliers 
into larger scope contracts.  

GOVERNANCE
Hulamin’s Enterprise and Supplier Development (ESD) committee 
oversees the company’s activities and progress in Preferential 
Procurement, Enterprise Development and Supplier Development. 
The mandate of the ESD committee includes:

• Overseeing the development and execution of Hulamin’s ESD 
strategy, policy and procedures;

• Approving new BBBEE suppliers and preferential terms; 

• Overseeing the company’s Enterprise and Supplier 
Development (ESD) programme, and associated activities and 
investments; and

• Reviewing and taking decisions on supplier disputes and 
appeals, particularly in relation to the EME and QSE supplier 
base.

2017 PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT 
REVIEW 
Hulamin enjoyed an overall B-BBEE rating of Level 3 in its previous 
scorecard, which expired on 29 June 2017. With the introduction 
of the new B-BBEE codes, Hulamin achieved a Level 6 rating for 
its 2016 financial year (verification in 2017), after being penalised 
by one level for not achieving the sub-minimum of 10 points for 
Preferential Procurement spend (7.5 points achieved).

The primary reason for the reduction in Hulamin’s B-BBEE 
rating under the new codes is a significantly lower preferential 
procurement score due to changes introduced to the preferential 
procurement scorecard with the new codes. Hulamin’s structural 
challenge in meeting the requirements of the new codes is that 
67% of total procurement spend relates to incoming aluminium 
metal (raw material). The sole source of supply of primary ingot is 
rated B-BBEE Level 8 and the sole supplier of rolling slab is rated 
as non-compliant, which results in very little B-BBEE recognition 
for two-thirds of Hulamin’s total procurement spend. Initiatives, 
in which Hulamin is actively participating, are underway to 
improve the scorecards of these suppliers going forward.  

Hulamin’s preferential procurement score for the 2017 financial 
year is expected to be very similar to that of 2016, as the 
improvements achieved in growing the spend with black-owned 
enterprises, particularly black-owned EMEs, has been offset 
by increased spend on aluminium rolling slab where the non-
compliant supplier status attracts no B-BBEE points. 

Thirteen suppliers make up 80% of Hulamin’s Total Spend,  
(~R6,5 billion of R8,2 billion), with six of these suppliers rated as 
either B-BBEE Level 8 or non-compliant. None of these suppliers 
are EMEs or QSEs, and only two of them are ≥51% black-owned. 
Five of the 13 suppliers are sole sources of supply in South Africa, 
and all 13 suppliers are strategic suppliers to Hulamin, and have 
medium- to long-term agreements in place. Initiatives are in 
progress to drive transformation in many of these categories 
and improvements in the preferential procurement scores are 
expected in the coming years.
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(Note that the values stated above cannot be summed up as B-BBEE spend is counted more than once in many instances. For example: a 100% black-owned EME entity, 
with 30% black female ownership will count under “B-BBEE spend from all Empowering suppliers” and under “Procurement from EMEs” and under “Procurement from 
suppliers ≥51% black-owned” and under “Procurement from suppliers ≥30% black women-owned”).

Hulamin’s calculation of the estimated preferential procurement score of 7.81 for 2017 financial year would not meet the minimum threshold 
for preferential procurement and would result in Hulamin’s overall B-BBEE rating being discounted by one level again in 2017.  

2017 PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT SPEND (AND ESTIMATED B-BBEE POINTS)

 Category
Spend 

Rand

% of Total 
measured

 procurement
spend 

(TMPS)

Estimated 
B-BBEE

scorecard
 points

Overall B-BBEE procurement spend 2 236 469 164 27,25 1,70
Procurement from QSEs 252 976 300 3,08 0,62
Procurement from EMEs 305 485 304 3,72 0,99
Procurement from suppliers ≥51% black-owned 855 268 024 10,24 2,34
Procurement from suppliers ≥30% black women-owned 273 271 547 3,33 1,11
Bonus points: Procurement from ≥51% black-owned designated group suppliers 85 926 069 1,05 1,05

Total Measured Procurement Spend 8 208 595 022 7,81

Figure 1: PERCENTAGE TOTAL SPEND

Level 2
Level 8

8%
28%

Level 4 2%

total spend

Level 1  4%

Level 6 3%
Level 3 4%

Level 5 1%
Level 7 0%

Non-compliant 50%
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ALL SPEND LEVELS
ALL EMPOWERING SUPPLIERS

 Level

Number 
of 

suppliers
Spend

Rand

Recognise 
amount

Rand

Non-compliant 731 4 113 507 439 –
Level 1 158 313 797 799 438 183 484
Level 2 146 637 731 675 797 164 593
Level 3 125 341 929 289 376 122 218
Level 4 190 165 004 487 165 004 487
Level 5 42 87 656 941 70 125 553
Level 6 32 246 847 054 148 108 232
Level 7 33 28 871 408 14 435 704
Level 8 54 2 273 248 930 227 324 893

Total 1 511 8 208 595 022 2 236 469 164

B-BBEE Spend decreased significantly in 2016 as a result of the 
New Codes being applied. This step change is clearly evident in 
Figure 2 above. This coincided with BHP Billiton’s exit from SA, 
(In 2015 BHP Billiton contributed very significantly to Hulamin’s 
B-BBEE Spend), and the creation of South 32, a non-compliant 
entity. In 2016 Isizinda Aluminium commenced trading, also as 
a non-compliant entity from whom Hulamin sources aluminium 
rolling slab. South 32 achieved a level 8 B-BBEE rating in 2017, 
which provides a 10% spend contribution to Hulamin’s B-BBEE 
Spend, while Isizinda Aluminium remains non-compliant and 
provides no contribution to B-BBEE spend.

Hulamin embarked on a focused programme to increase its share 
of procurement spend with ≥51% black-owned enterprises in 
2016. The substantial impact of these efforts is illustrated in  
Figure 3, where the spend with ≥51% black-owned suppliers 
in 2016 is three times higher than in 2015, and increased by a 
further 55% in 2017. 

In conjunction with its objective of increasing spend with ≥51% 
black-owned suppliers, Hulamin also has a particular focus on 
growing its procurement spend with >30% black women-owned 
suppliers and in particular small, local enterprises (QSEs and 
EMEs). Figures 4 and 5 adjacent illustrate Hulamin’s progress in 
growing its procurement spend in these categories specifically. 

PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT CONTINUED

Figure 2: TOTAL B-BBEE SPEND (R million)

Figure 3: BLACK (≥51% SPEND) (R million)

Figure 4: BLACK (>30%) WOMEN SPEND (R million)
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Figure 5: QSE AND EME SPEND (R million)



PHILOSOPHY AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT
Hulamin’s Enterprise and Supplier Development (ESD) objective 
is to facilitate the development of sustainable businesses that 
will create jobs and add stimulus to the economy. Hulamin is 
committed to this process, providing business opportunities to 
new enterprises and support for small, local enterprises  
(EMEs and QSEs) through the provision of professional, financial 
and logistical support, as well as various start-up support 
services. An important element of Supplier Development (SD) and 
Enterprise Development (ED) is the emphasis on the value chain, 
where Hulamin has influence to create opportunities for new 
businesses as customers or suppliers.

HULAMIN’S ESD OBJECTIVES 
Hulamin is committed to the development and growth of small, 
local, black-owned businesses, with a particular focus on black 
women-owned enterprises that can become sustainable suppliers 
to Hulamin and other organisations in South Africa. The specific 
objectives of Hulamin’s ESD programme are to: 

• Promote job creation in the KwaZulu-Natal region.

• Increase the economic participation of local, black-owned EMEs 
and QSEs in Hulamin’s procurement spend.

• Develop small black-owned enterprises into viable suppliers 
that can grow and sustain the level of preferential 
procurement.

GOVERNANCE
Hulamin’s ESD Committee oversees the company’s ESD 
programme and associated activities and investments,  
and approves ED and SD contracts.  

Hulamin’s Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Review 
Committee reviews progress against the ESD objectives and 
reports to the Transformation and Ethics Committee, a sub-
committee of the Board. An accredited verification agency verifies 
records of ED and SD activities.

ENTERPRISE AND SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT

APPROACH
The objective of the Enterprise and Supplier Development 
sections of the B-BBEE codes is to promote the development of 
black enterprises that are at least 51% black-owned and at least 
30% black women-owned, to drive employment and economic 
transformation, and to convert these entities into sustainable 
suppliers to Hulamin and the economy of South Africa as a whole.

Qualifying beneficiaries for enterprise and supplier development 
under the B-BBEE codes must therefore be Exempted Micro 
Enterprises (EMEs) or Qualified Small Enterprises (QSEs) that are 
at least 51% black-owned and/or 30% black women-owned.

This focus aligns well with the requirements of the preferential 
procurement section of the scorecard and in particular Hulamin’s 
scorecard, where there are relatively large gaps in preferential 
procurement spend with EME and QSE entities. 

Hulamin’s approach is to focus its enterprise development 
opportunities on entities that can be developed into sustainable 
and economically viable suppliers that will be able to contribute to 
the economy of South Africa. 

Certain strategic interventions that Hulamin has implemented 
include:

• Favourable payment terms given to emerging SD beneficiaries;

• Monetary and non-monetary support for black enterprises with 
the viewpoint that they will be able to compete at a larger scale 
within the procurement value chain;

• Management time devoted towards conceptualising, guiding 
and rolling out various elements of supplier development. 

ENTERPRISE  
AND SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT SPEND 
The current ED and SD initiatives in progress, and the estimated 
spend for 2017 is R10 411 114. This is a substantial increase 
over 2016’s spend of R6 305 554. The 2017 figure includes grant 
and loan funding contributions; shorter payment term benefits, 
where Hulamin pays qualifying emerging enterprises within seven 
to 15 days upon submission of invoices to assist with their cash 
flow; senior management time on ESD; BSC financial support and 
support to non-suppliers in the form of advice and mentorship;  
as well as discounts in addition to normal business practices.

INTRODUCTION SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY NATURAL CAPITAL HUMAN CAPITAL
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CIAPAMBA (PTY) LTD
Since 2014, eThekwini Caterers (Pty) Ltd have provided catering 
for Hulamin’s two canteens, one on the main Edendale site, and 
the other on the Campsdrift site. 

When eThekwini Caterers were awarded the catering contract at 
Hulamin in 2014, they also entered into an enterprise development 
plan to develop, train and mentor three of their entrepreneurially-
minded staff members to independently own and run one of 
the canteens, instead of enlisting the services of another large 
catering firm.

In December 2017, these ED beneficiaries registered their own 
company, Ciapamba (Pty) Ltd, and were awarded a contract to 
run the Campsdrift canteen. Hulamin supported this venture by 
providing equipment and investing in major canteen upgrades. 
Hulamin will also ensure that Ciapamba benefits from Hulamin’s 
supplier development programmes currently in place, such as 
early payment. The entity started trading on 4 December 2017.

As part of the ED agreement eThekwini continues to mentor the 
new entrepreneurs, especially in areas of bulk procurement, 
costing and high-quality food standards requirements. 

The three new entrepreneurs have accumulated over 15 years of 
catering experience, have completed a two-year SETA Accredited 
Skills Development Programme, and have successfully competed 
in a national chef’s competition held annually in Cape Town. 

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED

SCRAP SUPPLY PROJECTS
In 2017, Hulamin continued to grow the volumes of scrap recycled 
at its Campsdrift Recycling centre, including used beverage cans 
(UBCs) processed through its recycling furnace. In addition to 
procuring from the traditional scrap market, Hulamin identified 
prospective regional, small, black-owned scrap collectors it 
could develop into sustainable UBC suppliers, in what is a very 
competitive scrap market. The first of these prospective collectors 
was piloted in successful supply trials and is now a fully qualified 
UBC supplier to Hulamin, with imminent Supplier Development 
funding being granted to support their future sustainability.  
The development work done in 2017 leaves Hulamin well placed  
to develop more such success stories during 2018. This pilot 
project is based in Richards Bay.

MIDDLETON WATER SOLUTIONS
Mr Garth Middleton established his company in 2017, with the 
objective of adding value to Hulamin by saving water consumed in 
urinals across the company. This innovative solution, designed and 
installed by Middleton, will assist Hulamin in saving approximately 
4 270 099 kilolitres of water per annum. Hulamin assisted 
Middleton in establishing a mobile office, fully installed with an air 
conditioner, storage facility and the erection of a roof structure for 
R46 071,60.

HULACORE, PALLET RECYCLING
Mr Zaba Ngcobo established a company named Hulacore, with 
its main business focus initially being steel core cutting and 
aluminium cutting. As part of a packaging cost-reduction initiative 
in 2017, Hulamin introduced a system of returning and re-using 
wooden pallets used to package its products for distribution to 
customers, and Hulacore was appointed to provide a service 
collecting, repairing, sorting and delivering the recycled pallets to 
Hulamin operations. This initiative introduces a more diversified 
income stream for Hulacore, which enhances the sustainability of 
the business.

MADONDO HAZARDOUS CLEANING
Mr Madondo established a company named Madondo Hazardous 
Cleaning and Engineering Services. The main scope of the 
business is to supply hazardous cleaning and plant cleaning 
services to Hulamin, with a particular focus on growing the 
hazardous cleaning activities. Hulamin supported the entity by 
converting routine tasks into standard operational tasks, which 
were clearly scoped and contracted on a medium-term basis. 

Successful enterprise development facilitated by Hulamin in 2017
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PHILOSOPHY AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT
Corporate social investment (CSI) is today considered an 
integral part of doing business. Hulamin operates in a society 
with enormous challenges, and while the company can play a 
leadership role in many areas, the business is also symbiotically 
linked to the socio-economic and natural environment in which it 
is located. 

Hulamin’s values of honesty and integrity, mutual respect, 
teamwork, working safely and responsibly, customer value, 
and transformation inform its behaviour, culture, activities and 
interactions within the business and at every touch point where 
the Hulamin brand interfaces with stakeholders. 

The company has contributed significantly to the development of 
communities around its operations, as well as the development of 
communities in the broader South African economy. These include 
initiatives in education, healthcare, welfare, crime prevention and 
the environment.

For Hulamin employees, contributing to the sustainability of the 
business adds a depth of purpose to their work.

GOVERNANCE
CSI is part of the transformation agenda and is coordinated from 
Hulamin’s Corporate Affairs Division. In addition, volunteers within 
the business may be sought for specific projects and called upon 
when required.

The Corporate Affairs Department’s responsibilities include:

• Determining the CSI policy and strategy.

• Determining the CSI budget and allocation.

• Approval of selected projects for investment.

• Drawing up of contracts/grant agreements with selected 
projects.

• Monitoring the effectiveness of funded projects.

• External and internal CSI quarterly reporting.

• Coordinating the implementation of an effective CSI 
communication programme.

The CSI programme is managed on a day-to-day basis by the 
Group Communications Manager, whose responsibilities also 
include:

• Identifying, screening and selecting CSI projects.

• Managing CSI expenditure.

• Managing the implementation of selected projects on a  
day-to-day basis.

The Hulamin Executive Committee is responsible for:

• Final approval of the CSI budget.

• Final approval of the CSI policy.

• Monitoring the implementation and outcomes of CSI initiatives.

CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT

REPORTING STRUCTURE
PROJECT REPORTING
The Hulamin CSI Committee meets quarterly to look through 
project requests and deal with approvals.

As part of the standing agenda items, each committee meeting 
discusses:

• A status report on the CSI budget.

• A status report on the projects under implementation  
(in all three categories as indicated above).

• A projection of execution against budget.

• The exact reporting formats and dates for report submission 
that are set out in the grant agreements to be signed by each of 
the major projects funded.

MANAGEMENT REPORTING
• The Group Executive: Corporate Affairs reports to the Executive 

Committee on a monthly basis.

• A report to the Hulamin Board’s TSEC Committee is compiled 
bi-annually.

• This report in turn serves before the Board bi-annually.

APPROACH
As the biggest private sector employer in Pietermaritzburg, 
and the only JSE-listed company in the region, Hulamin has a 
high profile and so receives numerous requests to provide both 
financial and non-financial support to an array of entities. A policy 
is therefore essential to guide the prioritisation of limited funds 
and resources. The policy is available on the sustainability section 
of Hulamin’s website. 

CSI SPEND (R million)csi spend(Rmillion)
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2017 ACHIEVEMENTS  
In 2017 the Donation spend totalled R2 118 554,68 and a spend of 
R1 060 522,91 on sponsorship.

The 2017 CSI spend distribution chart shows that over 50% of the 
contributions went towards education. Education is critical to the 
development of any society, and Hulamin recognises the role that 
education must play in the transformation of South Africa and to 
ensure that the country becomes increasingly competitive in the 
global economy. For this reason, Hulamin prioritises education in 
its funding and contribution policies. In 2017, the business focused 
on key pre-school projects in the local community.

Three projects that were identified were those sponsored through 
the Pietermaritzburg and District Community Chest. 

CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT CONTINUED

NYAKAZANI PRE-SCHOOL
This pre-school was founded by Lila Madondo in 2009. It is 
situated at KwaDeda in the Vulindlela District and is a registered 
non-profit organisation (NPO) with 112 children, four teachers and 
a cook.  

Through the Community Chest, Hulamin started funding this 
school in the 2014 financial year. At that time the crèche operated 
in a small, basic building on Madondo’s property. On receiving 
funding it moved to its current site and has grown substantially 
since. In 2017, Nyakazani Pre-school requested funding to add a 
veranda to the school building.

SIYAKHANA PRE-SCHOOL
This pre-school was founded by Mrs Zodwa Khambule and 
officially registered as an NPO in June 2006.  Khambule was 
distressed at seeing children left unattended during the day and 
witnessing teenage mothers abandoning school to look after 
their young children. She started the pre-school with a mission to 
educate children, feed them, and take care of them in a safe and 
secure environment. Siyakhana Pre-school is located in Phase 3, 
France, in Foxhill, and currently looks after 61 children.

When Khambule started Siyakhana Pre-school it operated from 
two separate houses, which she was renting. With funds received 
from Hulamin through the Community Chest, Khambule has been 
able to fence the property and build two classrooms, a kitchen and 
toilets. 

In 2017, Hulamin responded to the Siyakhana Pre-school’s request 
for money to build a jungle gym.  

Education

Environmental

59%

7%

csi

Health 9%
Outreach 25%

CSI SPEND DISTRIBUTION (%)
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WELFARE/EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION
As part of the “67 Minutes” campaign held in honour of the late Nelson 
Mandela, Hulamin employees spent time in the local Edendale community on 
18 July 2017 and visited Ekujabuleni Child and Youth Care Centre. 

The Ekujabuleni Child and Youth Care Centre was established by members 
of the Edendale community, churches and social groups to help children in 
need of care. It provides assistance to children who have been abandoned and 
neglected by their caregivers as a result of unemployment and other reasons, 
and to children who have been physically or emotionally abused. Ekujabuleni 
provides care for children up to the age of 18, and ensures that they get an 
education.

Hulamin donated bath towels, face cloths, fitted sheets and comforters to the 
centre as part of this initiative. It was inspirational to see the Hulamin team 
helping to make up beds and ensuring that each child in the centre had a 
brand-new comforter with a fitted sheet, and their own face cloth and bath 
towel. Employees volunteered to spend time with the children at the centre,  
and read them stories, played games, danced and ate lunch with them. 

SELBY MSIMANG PRE-SCHOOL
This school was founded in 1961 and was known 
as Nichols Pre-school, as it was located in the 
jurisdiction of Nichols Junior Primary School in the 
Edendale valley. The intention of this initiative was to 
help the children of working mothers and orphans, 
and other vulnerable children.  

The pre-school has 142 children, who range in age 
from three months to six years, and has eight staff 
members and volunteers.

Due to an increase in the number of children at the 
school, Selby Msimang Pre-school requested support 
for two additional classrooms to be built. This project 
started in July 2017.  
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PHILOSOPHY AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT 
Hulamin is committed to responsible stewardship of its resources 
and to ensuring that all its activities result in no harm to staff and 
the environments in which the company operates.  Sustainability is 
being integrated into the strategic and operational aspects of the 
business with structural and reporting changes being put in place 
to enable and sustain monitoring and reporting of these critical 
business measures. This includes developing plans for continuous 
improvement and assessment of environmental risk.

GOVERNANCE
At operational level, Safety, Health and Environment (SHE) 
coordinators monitor and train the production and maintenance 
teams. They facilitate the recording and investigation of reported 
safety, health and environmental concerns raised by all.

Risk identification and continuous improvement underpin 
Hulamin’s approach to protecting the environment. At the 
monthly management SHE meetings and quarterly SHE executive 
committee meetings, SHE matters are reviewed to verify 
compliance with the requirements and objectives of the business. 
These meetings ensure that relevant action plans are designed 
to eliminate and mitigate risks identified, and to drive action on 
opportunities for improvements.

Hulamin has a team of people with internationally recognised 
qualifications that manage health, safety and environmental 
matters across a number of manufacturing facilities. The company 
has well-developed systems to monitor effluent water release 
(with daily testing by a third party) and to manage solid or liquid 
waste in order to prevent accidental release of pollutants in any 
form. This ensures legal compliance of all environmental aspects 
of our business.

APPROACH 
Over the last few years, Hulamin has been undergoing a 
fundamental change in our approach to environmental 
sustainability. While we have always considered the environment 
a high priority consideration of our business, we have been 
further adjusting our business strategy to give greater emphasis 
to environmental sustainability. The intention is to align the 
environmental sustainability strategy with all the operational 
teams. This means that we ensure that environmental 
sustainability concerns are integrated with all operational 
decisions taken that may impact on carbon emissions, water 
consumption and generation of waste. The implications of 
environmental legislation on core business strategy are taken into 
account at the highest levels of our business.

To achieve its Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) Hulamin has to 
measure and report on energy efficiency as approximately 98% 
of its carbon emissions are generated from energy consumption, 
both directly (on-site energy use) and indirectly (through the use 
of electricity). Significant progress has been made with the project 
of extending the business intelligence system to include all data 
required for reporting energy, water and carbon.

To further our environmental goals, a formalised business 
model is being developed to manage and reduce aspects of our 
environmental footprint. For example, Hulamin has embarked 
on a process to reduce water consumption using the Resource 
Efficiency and Cleaner Production (RECP) methodology of the 
National Cleaner Production Centre (NCPC). Throughout setting up 
the structural changes required to make real and lasting change 
to the use of natural capital, it was recognised that financial and 
risk considerations were intimately connected with Resource 
Efficiency. The development of structures to achieve realistic 
efficiency targets would be a win-win scenario for all these 
aspects within the organisation. 

The journey of changing the Strategy for Sustainability is part 
of a continuous improvement process with the structure being 
developed in a coordinated approach. New resources will be 
dedicated to achieving sustainability objectives to ensure that we 
continuously challenge ourselves to reduce, reuse and recycle.

NATURAL CAPITAL
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CARBON FOOTPRINT

Production 
(MT)

Carbon  
footprint

(MT CO2e)
using Eskom 

emission 
factor

Carbon 
 footprint 
intensity

(MT CO2e/ton 
production)

2011 222 783 404 420LA 1,82
2012 209 124 386 420LA 1,85
2013 204 880 379 602LA 1,85
2014 205 955 389 544LA 1,89
2015 191 288 369 488LA 1,93
2016 221 490 389 990LA 1,76 

 2017 225 396 377 916LA 1,68

LA  Limited Assurance provided by independent assurance provider, refer page 10.

Hulamin is pleased to report a reduction in Green House Gas 
Emissions (GHG Emissions) for the 2017 production year, in spite 
of increasing production. In absolute terms, Hulamin recorded 
a reduction of 12 324 MT of CO

2
e emissions from 2016 while 

increasing production in 2017 by 1,8%. 

To fairly assess the emissions in the context of the increased 
production, a graph of emissions against production tons 
illustrates the significant improvement against previous annual 
emissions. The reductions were achieved by focusing on electricity 
consumption which is the main source of Hulamin emissions. 
Going ahead in 2018, further emphasis has been placed on 
monitoring and improving efficiency of fuel gas consumption with 
the aim to further reduce emissions in the years to come.

2017 IN REVIEW

CARBON FOOTPRINT INTENSITY
(MT CO

2
e/MT production)CF INTENSITY (MT CO e/MT production)
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HULAMIN ENERGY STATISTICS

 
Production

MT

Direct energy, 
(LPG, CNG, 

diesel, petrol)
GJ

 Direct energy
 intensity 

GJ/MT 
production

Indirect 
energy, 

(electricity)
GJ

Indirect energy 
intensity 

GJ/MT 
production

Total energy
GJ

Total energy
 intensity 

GJ/MT 
production

2011 222 783 1 663 657LA 7,47 1 050 955LA 4,72 2 714 612 12,19
2012 209 124 1 585 921LA 7,58 1 001 177LA 4,79 2 587 098 12,37
2013 204 880 1 493 792LA 7,29 987 762LA 4,82 2 481 554 12,11
2014 205 955 1 540 907LA 7,48 987 588LA 4,80 2 528 495 12,28
2015 191 288 1 437 116LA 7,52 958 956LA 5,01 2 396 072 12,53
2016 221 490 1 570 855LA 7,09 1 010 052LA 4,56 2 586 629 11,68

 2017 225 396 1 594 088LA 7,07 1 006 586LA 4,47 2 600 673 11,54

LA  Limited Assurance provided by independent assurance provider, refer page 10.

DEVELOPMENT OF HULAMIN CARBON 
FOOTPRINT REPORTING
Hulamin is keeping abreast with a growing requirement in Carbon 
Footprint reporting, from a number of avenues. In particular we 
have recognised that our customers are increasingly considering 
their suppliers’ response to the various concerns regarding 
mitigation of risk related to climate change and to programmes 
which actively drive the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. 
Further to this, the South African government has instituted a 
greenhouse gas reporting mechanism which Hulamin, by law, is 
required to report into. Hulamin also takes seriously the questions 
posed by the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), which has challenged 
industry with setting significant carbon reduction targets. 
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NATURAL CAPITAL CONTINUED

Further to the reporting per legal entity as detailed above, 
Hulamin has also reviewed and will be making some changes to 
greenhouse gas reporting methodologies:

• Emission factors used in the calculation of the CO
2
e will be 

reviewed to ensure current best practices are followed, using 
the most accurate data available.

• Lubricant data (used for lubrication, not as a fuel) will now be 
reconsidered for inclusion (this consumption was previously 
considered a Scope 1 emission). 

• In addition, as appropriate, reporting of energy will use nett 
calorific values where this data is used to calculate emission 
factors.

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
Hulamin has laid out a plan to continue the development of the 
Resource Efficiency structure. The Resource Efficiency manager,  
a position created in November 2016, is building a team to 
drive the reduction of energy and water consumption through 
collaboration with the operational teams and Central Engineering 
Services. One of the initial outcomes is a proposal for a self-
sustaining structure that will drive resource efficiency for the 
business. The objective is that projects to improve resource 
efficiency will achieve reductions in carbon emissions while also 
facilitating energy, water and other resource savings. 

Support is provided by the relevant teams from the business’s 
structures: the central engineering team supports identified 
projects, the technical department gives reporting, interpretation 
and technical support and the safety department ensures legal 
compliance. The Resource Efficiency Manager is responsible to 
ensure that resource efficiency is recognised across the business 
and is integrated into the Hulamin management systems. 
Examples highlighted are:

• Energy Efficiency of new equipment must be assessed in the  
procurement process.

• Resource Efficiency performance must be integrated in the 
Continuous Improvement management and reporting systems 
across all departments.

HISTORICAL HULAMIN REPORTING, INCLUDING 2017
Hulamin Operations, Pietermaritzburg Site:

Carbon footprint = 377 916LA MT CO
2
e

This figure is made up of:

Hulamin Extrusions, Pietermaritzburg Site: 

Carbon footprint = 30 126 MT CO
2
e 

Plus

Hulamin Rolled Products, Pietermaritzburg Site:

Carbon footprint = 347 790 MT CO
2
e

Hulamin has responded to these developments by reviewing the 
structure and ownership of Environmental Sustainability within 
our organisation and is in the process of strengthening this team 
for the future. In line with global best practices, in particular the 
Greenhouse Gas Protocol, Hulamin has decided to extend the 
current environmental sustainability reporting to include facilities 
over which the Hulamin group has operational control. This will 
bring about some changes as detailed below:

PROPOSED NEW METHOD OF REPORTING, 
TO BE USED FROM 2018 ONWARD 
The 2017 data was verified according to the traditional standard 
methodology but for the future, previously unreported sites will be 
considered for the verification process. Reporting will in future be 
done per legal entity, which means that reporting will be done as 
follows:

Hulamin Extrusions:
Carbon Footprint = 39 314 MT CO

2
e

This figure is made up of:

Hulamin Extrusions, Pietermaritzburg Site: 

Carbon footprint = 30 126 MT CO
2
e 

Plus

Hulamin Extrusions, Olifantsfontein Site:

Carbon footprint = 9 188 MT CO
2
e

Hulamin Rolled Products:  
Carbon Footprint = 349 259 MT CO

2
e

This figure is made up of:

Hulamin Rolled Products, Pietermaritzburg Site: 

Carbon footprint = 347 790 MT CO
2
e 

Plus

Hulamin Containers, Pietermaritzburg:

Carbon footprint = 1 489 MT CO
2
e

Isizinda, Richards Bay:  

Carbon Footprint = 26 296 MT CO
2
e
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Fuel gases (liquefied petroleum gas – LPG and compressed 
natural gas CNG) make up 56% of the total Hulamin energy used, 
with electricity at 39% and liquid fuels the remaining 5%.

FUEL GAS (DIRECT ENERGY)
The milestone of converting all the planned furnaces from LPG to 
natural gas was completed in September 2017 when the Coating 
Lines project went live. The Recycling Furnace and Twin Roll 
Casters had their conversions completed in June 2017. With the 
Campsdrift Hot Line Pusher Furnaces having been completed 
in September of 2016, Hulamin’s dependence on LPG has been 
reduced by about 48%. This major change to the company’s 
energy mix has also had a positive effect on GHG (greenhouse gas) 
emissions as natural gas has a lower carbon footprint than LPG.

The company’s LPG consumers, the Campsdrift site Remelt 
melting furnaces, continue to receive attention from specialists 
and maintenance teams. This has yielded reductions in gas 
consumption against throughput. Hulamin has three melters in 
the Campsdrift Cast House and the improvement in measurement 
accuracies of air and gas flows at Melter 1 is to be duplicated at 
Melter 2, through a capex project budgeted for 2018. This project 
is intended to improve the gas to air ratios and reduce the energy 
consumption. A new control methodology for the regenerative 
beds at Melter 3 will be implemented through a capex project 
budgeted for in 2018, to reduce energy consumed from LPG  
and electricity.

The efficiency of the transfer of liquid metal from the recycling 
furnace is also being increased, by increasing from eight to 10 ton 
transfer of metal at each pour. This will be achieved by relining 
the crucibles with a thinner refractory, without loss of insulation 
performance. This in turn ensures more molten metal into the 
main melters, reducing their energy needs.

HULAMIN FUEL GAS STATISTICS

Production
Gas

 (GJ)

Gas
 intensity 

(GJ/MT)

2011 222 783 1 364 615 6,13

2012 209 124 1 359 941 6,50

2013 204 880 1 324 257 6,46

2014 205 955 1 431 764 6,95

2015 191 288 1 323 756 6,92

2016 221 490 1 457 188 6,58

 2017 225 396 1 476 691 6,55

Hulamin’s energy performance per unit ton improved in 2017 on 
that of our previous record in 2016. The comparison of the 2017 
data with 2016 in terms of production throughput and energy 
consumption shows that:

• Production output increased by 1,8%.

• Energy consumption increased by 0,8%.

• Energy intensity showed an actual decrease of 1,2%.

The results of specific actions are highlighted in the sections 
below, but the effect that a stable plant producing at the desired 
throughput levels had on energy efficiency, cannot be ignored. 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

LPG

CNG

41%

16%
Fossil fuels 4%

Energy consumption

Electricity 39%
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ELECTRICITY (INDIRECT ENERGY) 
CONSUMPTION
The projects to capture consumption data accurately and match 
this to the tons produced continued through 2017. Significant 
progress has been made with the installation of power meters at 
machines, the development of an industrial network to support 
the uninterrupted transfer of data and the IT systems to support 
problem solving and decision making. The network was completed 
at the Edendale site and should be in place at the Campsdrift 
site by late February 2018. Reporting and analysis capabilities 
have been improved and Hulamin can now compare daily 
electricity consumption at all machine centres against a modelled 
consumption. This enables the investigation and correction of any 
deviations found, which in a complex environment like Hulamin 
would otherwise be impossible. 

The variable speed drive (VSD) projects savings continue to grow. 
In 2016, 11 602 GJ was saved and in 2017 this was increased 
by 52% to 17 677 GJ. A newly developed compressed air control 
system was installed at the Edendale site and a similar system is 
planned for the Campsdrift site during 2018.

NATURAL CAPITAL CONTINUED

HULAMIN ELECTRICITY STATISTICS

Production KWH
Intensity 

(kWh/ MT)

2011 222 783 291 932 000 1 310

2012 209 124 278 104 847 1 330

2013 204 880 274 378 355 1 339

2014 205 955 274 330 085 1 332

2015 191 288 266 376 740 1 393

2016 221 490 282 159 475 1 274

 2017 225 396 279 607 175 1 241

RECYCLING
SCRAP METAL RECYCLING
In 2017, Hulamin continued to grow the benefits from its 
Campsdrift Recycling centre, which is designed to efficiently 
remelt light gauge and coated aluminium scrap streams.  
In addition to efficiently processing all of Hulamin’s coated and 
painted scrap in an environmentally friendly manner, Hulamin 
actively grew the volumes of purchased pre-consumer and 
post-consumer scrap aluminium (including used beverage cans) 
processed at its recycling furnace. The Recycling centre supplied 
our Remelt facility with an additional 35 944 MT of liquid metal,  
of which 16 499 tons was post- and pre-consumer waste.  
This directly replaces the requirement for primary metal.  
At a 2016 global benchmark figure of 9.5MT CO

2
e/MT for primary 

metal production (Light Metal Age, August 2016), this substitution 
with recycled metal effectively avoided the requirement for virgin 
metal, resulting in a saving of CO

2
e emissions of 156 740 MT in 

2017. This is equivalent to an offset of around 41% of Hulamin’s 
Carbon Footprint on the Pietermaritzburg main site for 2017. 
Any aluminium scrap that Hulamin is not able to use is recycled 
by appropriate third party users, but in the majority of cases the 
recovered aluminium is fed straight back into our Remelt facility in 
a closed-loop system.  

WASTE RECYCLING
DROSS AND SALT CAKE WASTE RECYCLING
Dross is a natural waste by-product of the aluminium melting 
process. Hulamin has for many years outsourced the service of 
recovering aluminium from the dross generated at our remelt 
facility and other furnaces. Prior to 2016, the resulting waste 
stream (salt cake) had been going to landfill. From 2016 and 
continuing into 2017, Hulamin ensured that salt cake was sent to  
a recycler to beneficiate into a range of end-user products.

FILTER CAKE RECYCLING
The successful reclaiming of rolling oil from spent filter cake 
has continued by cooperation between the recycler and Hulamin 
to the mutual benefit of Hulamin and the recycler. The recycler 
reported a milestone during 2017, of a quarter of a million litres of 
recovered cold rolling oil supplied to Hulamin to date through this 
venture. The recycler extended the filter cake recovery in 2017 to 
include foil rolling oil.

OIL AND WATER WASTE STREAMS
These waste streams pose technical difficulties in finding 
appropriate recycling processes and applications to use the 
recovered waste. However, in cooperation with innovative service 
providers, a number of loads of these waste streams were sent, 
late in 2017, to third parties and show a promising avenue for use, 
thereby reducing the requirement to landfill.

ALUMINIUM HYDROXIDE WASTE
This waste stream has proven unexpectedly difficult to find 
alternative ways to recycle or reduce. However, testing continues 
and Hulamin continues to drive towards a solution to significantly 
reduce this volume going into 2018.

ELECTRICITY INTENSITY (GJ/MT production)ELECTRICITY INTENSITY (kWH/MT production)
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DISPOSED WASTE VOLUMES 2013 TO 2015 (MT)

Waste 
to landfill 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

General 744LA 764LA 540LA 458LA 618LA

Low hazardous 5 039LA 5 150LA 6 161LA 5 135LA 4 912LA

High hazardous 2,0LA 4,4LA 2,6LA 0LA 0LA

Total landfilled 5 785 5 918 6 703 5 593 5 530

Recycled to 
avoid landfill 763LA 1 031LA 1 226LA 1 391LA 1 036LA

LA  Limited Assurance provided by independent assurance provider, refer page 10.

WATER CONSUMPTION
The water consumption per unit production has dropped in 2017 
to 35% below 2010 levels. What is most encouraging is that this 
significant decrease from 2015 was achieved after commitment to 
a more formalised approach from Hulamin to resource efficiency. 
To date, most of the reduction has resulted through the  
awareness campaigns and identified wastages with minimal 
engineering intervention and no capital expense required.  
From the assessment that was conducted by the National Cleaner 
Production Centre in early 2016, the identified opportunities 
for water savings have been progressed and formalised as 
projects. Projects now being considered all justify investment 
in capital to achieve further water savings with relatively quick 
payback periods. Hulamin recognises that South Africa is a water 
scarce country and we aim to continually set aggressive water 
consumption reduction targets over the next few years through 
our resource efficiency forum.

One of the first formalised new water saving projects was 
completed in December 2017 at the Coil Coating Line. The first 
rinse tank of Coil Coating Line 2 is now being controlled on live 
conductivity measurement and not on manual measurements, 
which is expected to deliver water savings. This concept should 
be rolled out to further rinse tanks during 2018 upon proof of 
concept.

A further identified project is to control water consumption at our 
cooling towers. The installation of conductivity control on the first 
cooling tower will be complete by the end of January 2018.  
A further two cooling towers are in the planning stages.

IMPROVED WATER METERING

Production Water
Water 

intensity Effluent
Effluent 

intensity
(MT) (kℓ) (kℓ/MT) (kℓ) (kℓ/MT)

2010 203 582 774 930LA 3,81 193 485LA 0,95

2011 222 783 647 813LA 2,91 169 181LA 0,76

2012 209 124 598 172LA 2,86 153 732LA 0,74

2013 204 880 578 459LA 2,82 154 195LA 0,75

2014 205 955 621 780LA 3,02 165 347LA 0,80

2015 191 288 637 713LA 3,33 183 461LA 0,96

2016 221 490 589 994LA 2,66 144 111LA 0,65

 2017 225 396 560 800LA 2,49 129 081LA 0,57

LA  Limited Assurance provided by independent assurance provider, refer page 10.

The installation and electronic linking to the database of 32 water 
meters at the Edendale site was completed in December 2017. 
The plan is to complete the project at the Campsdrift site by the 
end of the first quarter in 2018, where 17 of the planned 21 meters 
have already been installed and are awaiting the connection of 
the industrial IT network. This will enable Hulamin to migrate to 
a live water management system as opposed the manual meter 
reading system of the past. The intention is to better understand 
water consumption trends so further reduction opportunities may 
be identified. This will also facilitate prompt identification of leaks 
so that day-to-day production water losses may be reduced to an 
absolute minimum.
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EFFLUENT
In 2015 the Environmental Specialist and the Effluent plant 
team introduced a daily monitoring report which concentrated 
on daily flow volumes to the Effluent plant. Data and flow charts 
were created and implemented. Once initiated these reports 
were sent out weekly at least, but daily when required, to all 
concerned departments whereby flows could be discussed 
and monitored by all managers and teams. Guideline limits 
were set and after a short while with daily observation and 
communication, flows started to decrease.

Due to the focus and efforts of the Effluent management 
team various maintenance issues were resolved and various 
process issues were adapted, thus greatly reducing effluent 
volumes and costs to departments, as well as costs in effluent 
treatment. Discharge levels reduced drastically and an average 
reduction of between 30% and 40% has been retained over 
the course of 2017. The Environmental impacts were reduced 
beyond expectation as well as reducing departmental costs 
significantly. The project is now established and future limits 
will be reset accordingly as further improvements are expected. 
There were 18LA minor environmental incidents in 2017, 
compared to 18LA in 2016.

NATURAL CAPITAL CONTINUED

NCPC CONFERENCE
The National Cleaner Production Centre South Africa (NCPC-SA) 
held its third biennial Industrial Efficiency Conference in Cape 
Town, from the 14 to 15 September 2017, under the theme, 
“Transition to a low carbon economy”. This successful conference 
was aimed at equipping industry, manufacturers, retailers 
and businesses, with an awareness of how to benefit from the 
implementation of Resource Efficient and Cleaner Production 
(RECP) in their processes in the journey to becoming cleaner and 
more sustainable businesses. The conference programme covered 
the themes of water efficiency, energy efficiency and sustainable 
energy, waste and industrial symbiosis, life cycle management, 
implementation of RECP and aligning businesses with the 
Sustainable Development Goals. 

WATER/EFFLUENT (kL/MT)
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The NCPC-SA is a national programme of government that 
promotes the implementation of RECP methodologies to assist 
industry to lower costs through reduced energy, water and 
materials usage, and waste management. It is hosted by the 
CSIR on behalf of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI).
The NCPC-SA is a member of UNIDO (United Nations Industrial 
Development Organisation) and UNEP’s (United Nations 
Environmental Program) global resource efficiency and cleaner 
production network (RECPnet) and plays a leading role in the 
African Roundtable on Sustainable Production and Consumption 
(ARSCP). Between 1 April 2016 and 31 March 2017, energy, water 
and materials savings valued at R72,8 million were measured in 
33 companies that had implemented RECP interventions in their 
production plants. The energy and waste savings translate into 
CO

2
 emissions mitigation of 77 000 tons. In addition, potential 

savings of R383 million per annum were identified in 128 plants 
through RECP assessments.

LA Limited Assurance provided by independent assurance provider, refer page 10.
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The various themes of the conference were highlighted by a video 
filmed at Hulamin by the NCPC communications team which 
included interviews with Hendrik de Villiers, the Engineering 
Manager, David Ball, the Resource Efficiency Manager, Debra 
Jackson, the Chemical and Environmental Specialist and the two 
NCPC interns based at Hulamin. During 2016 the NCPC funded 
a water study at Hulamin. This study identified opportunities for 
water savings and a progress update was presented by David Ball 
at the conference.

Hulamin is on a journey to improve our business by addressing 
efficient use of our resources using RECP. The system looks 
at all forms of energy, water and waste while addressing our 
environmental sustainability, including our carbon footprint. 
Consulting firm Fulfil Energy were assigned by the NCPC 
to conduct the assessment of water use. There can be a 
misconception that utilities are separate from production but in 
terms of variable costs some of the most variable are the utilities. 
It was found that there were various drivers behind the need to 
reduce water consumption at Hulamin, including compliance 
requirements, mitigation of the risk associated with relying on a 
single supplier of water, and financial considerations. 

OPTIMISING THE USE OF WATER
Projects to reduce water consumption and loss have started at the 
areas where large savings can be made, the work will then move 
on to areas identified with smaller savings potential. Identified 
wasteful water use includes:

• Extrusions anodising tank uncontrolled make up

 – An annual saving of 14 000 m3.

• Cooling towers

 – A significant user, 18% of total use.

 – VSDs installed on CDR and CDHM fans.

 – Automated control of TDS to be implemented.

• Review of CDR cast water temperature control.

• Recovery of Remelt cast water

 – Potential annual saving of 28 800 m3.

 – Removal of aluminium hydroxide required for reuse.

 – Successful test plant trials using precipitation.

 – RFQ issued for submission in September.

• Coil Coating Lines

 – Installing conductivity control for make-up water.

 – Review opportunities for reverse cascading.

 – Annual potential saving of 20 000 m3.

• Emulsion optimisation

 – Investigation to improve water efficiency highlighted 
process inefficiencies.

• RO Brine Recovery

 – Recovery of system improved from 70% to 80%.

 – Potential to recover brine identified.

• Awareness has led to a decrease in demand.

• Effluent plant performance

 – Reducing discharge.

 – Good compliance.

Hulamin must measure and account for all water consumption. 
There is still a significant amount of incoming water that is 
unidentified. An extensive water metering and monitoring 
initiative is being implemented throughout the plant by the 
central engineering team. 

Hulamin is committed to improving its resource efficiency.  
It has invested in and will continue to invest in:

• Water consumption reduction.

• Recycling of water, with the objective of zero discharge

• Energy consumption reduction.  
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PHILOSOPHY AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT
Hulamin believes in the development of all its employees, 
regardless of race and gender, but with more emphasis on people 
from designated groups.

Hulamin regards employment equity as a special intervention 
required to address a situation resulting from blacks having been 
previously disadvantaged in South Africa.

Employment equity is an integral component of Hulamin’s 
business strategy and is focused on:

• the elimination of unfair discrimination within the workplace; 
and

• the implementation of affirmative action measures to achieve 
equitable representation of designated groups across all 
occupational levels within the organisation.

GOVERNANCE
The CEO is ultimately responsible for employment equity within 
the organisation and the Human Capital (HC) Executive is the 
senior employment equity manager appointed to drive its 
implementation. The CEO reports to the board of directors and the 
HC Executive reports to the CEO.

As one of the elements of the B-BBEE scorecard, employment 
equity is verified by an independent and accredited verification 
agency. In this regard Empowerdex was appointed to conduct a 
verification exercise for the period 1 May 2017 to 29 April 2018.

APPROACH
The Hulamin Board, the Executive Committee, employee 
representatives and employees are all involved in or have had 
input on this issue.

Over and above the annual consultation process as required by 
law, consultation takes place regularly within the following forums:

• Employment equity committees:

 –  These committees comprise of employees and operate at a 
strategic and at an operational level. These committees meet 
on a quarterly basis and continue to monitor and evaluate 
progress on employment equity issues. 

 – The Transformation Social and Ethics Committee, chaired by 
a non-executive director. These meetings are held three times 
a year.

 – The Hulamin Broad-based Economic Empowerment 
Committee, chaired by the CEO. These meetings are held 
quarterly.

EMPLOYMENT EQUITY

Employment Equity targets are aligned with the targets for the 
Economically Active Population (EAP) in South Africa as set out 
in the B-BBEE Codes to ensure that Hulamin drives a process to 
achieve a workforce racial and gender demographic profile that 
is representative of the South African racial and gender profile.   
Targets are also set for people with disabilities.

A formal Employment Equity Plan is in place to ensure that these 
targets are achieved.  The objectives of the plan include:

• Achieve the set targets for black and female representation 
with particular emphasis on Africans. 

• Uplift the skill levels and the profile of blacks and females in 
the organisation with particular focus on Africans.

• Develop a highly-skilled talent pool that enables blacks and 
females to be suitably equipped for promotion into specialist 
roles and top management positions.

• Optimise and enhance the retention of blacks and females by 
ensuring a corporate culture that values transformation where 
all employees regardless of their background see Hulamin as 
an “employer of choice”.

• To provide clear career path planning for employees,  
with accelerated emphasis on Blacks and females

• To provide opportunities for all employees to utilise and 
develop their specific talents in ways that are most appropriate 
for the business.

The following measures are in place to ensure targets are 
reached:

• Training and development initiatives

• Talent and performance management

• Mentorship and coaching programmes

• Career development programmes

• Development programmes for Technologists

• Development plans for women

• Diversity management programmes

• Targeted recruitment and selection for people from designated 
groups

• Targeted promotion for people from designated groups

• Learnership programmes for people with disabilities

• Development of strategic partnerships with universities and 
universities of technology to recruit people from disciplines 
relevant to Hulamin’s business

• Retention strategies

Progress is monitored through the various employment equity 
structures. 
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2017 IN REVIEW
AFRICAN REPRESENTATION
Increasing African representation at the D and E bands remains 
one of the key employment equity focus areas.    

During the past 12 months, 12 Africans were recruited at the  
E and D bands.  

Four of these appoints were into the E band, two of whom were 
females. These four candidates assumed positions in Marketing, 
Planning, Finance and Supply Chain.   

In order to address this situation, effort continues to be applied 
in accelerating the actions required to increase, develop and 
retain Africans at D band and above, with particular emphasis on 
technologists and specialists.  

In line with this, a forum has been developed that is tasked 
with ensuring that Hulamin intensifies the development and 
retention initiatives for technologists and specialists, particularly 
Africans and females, in order to ensure that the right skills 
and competencies are in place to meet the ongoing business 
needs.  Some of the actions that this forum will work on include: 
competency development, career development, providing 
challenging tasks, competitive salaries, career paths for 
technologists and specialists and pipeline development.

FEMALE REPRESENTATION
A concerted effort continues to be made to increase female 
representation at all levels within the organisation, particularly at 
the E and D bands. 

During the past 12 months five African females were recruited into 
the E and D bands. Two of these appointments were at the E band 
and these candidates assumed positions in Finance and in Supply 
Chain.

There are currently 24 in-service trainees, all of whom are African, 
registered on the programme in the metallurgical, industrial 
engineering, electrical engineering and mechanical engineering 
disciplines. Of the 24 trainees, seven are females.  

Since the inception of the apprentice training programme,  
19 females have qualified as artisans and have been placed into 
permanent positions. Plans are being worked on to accelerate the 
development of female artisans into senior artisan roles. Some of 

the strategies that will be employed include; coaching, mentoring, 
on-the-job training, specialised technical training, and inter-
departmental rotation.

Three females who previously occupied shop floor positions have 
been appointed into team leader positions that were previously 
predominantly occupied by males. In addition, eight female 
operators have advanced to senior operator positions.  

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
Efforts remain focused on improving the training and development 
of employees with disabilities in order to improve their skills sets, 
as well their employability prospects. During 2017, 50 learners 
living with disabilities were enrolled into Hulamin’s learnership 
program for people with disabilities. They are expected to 
complete their learnership at the end of March 2018.

BLACK REPRESENTATION
Black representation at D band and above has increased from  
61% as at December 2013 to 71% as at 31 December 2017.  
The graphic representation of the racial and gender composition 
as at 31 December 2017 is depicted below:

DATA SUBMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR
In accordance with the Employment Equity Act No 55 of 1998, 
employment equity reports are submitted to the Department of 
Labour on an annual basis.

The table below reflects Hulamin’s employee profile as at  
31 May 2017:

Male Female Foreign nationals

 Occupational levels A C I W A C I W Male Female Total  

Top management 2 – – 4 1 1 – – – – 8
Senior management 10 2 14 33 5 – 1 4 – – 69
Professionally qualified and experienced 
specialists and mid-management 53 10 50 29 21 3 8 5 – – 179
Skilled technical and academically 
qualified workers, junior management, 
supervisors, foremen, and 
superintendents 422 67 247 41 129 18 24 9 – – 957
Semi-skilled and discretionary 
decision-making 454 75 95 6 132 23 11 1 – – 797
Unskilled and defined decision-making  6 1  1 – 2 – – – – 10
Total permanent 947 155 407 109 290 45 44 19 – – 2 020
Temporary employees – – – – – – – – – – –

947 155 407 109 290 45 44 19 – – 2 020

Blacks 

African females

71%

15%

Racial and gender

Africans 35%

MANAGEMENT RACIAL AND GENDER COMPOSITION  
at 31 December 2017

1
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EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

PHILOSOPHY AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT
Employees are key to all aspects of Hulamin’s performance and 
future success. Hulamin’s employee representation strategy 
is based on open communication and consultation with its 
employees and their representatives.

GOVERNANCE
Responsibility for employee relations lies jointly with the 
Human Resources Executive and line management. Formal 
communication with employees and their representatives takes 
place regularly and at various levels, including the departmental 
action forums (where employees meet with line management) 
and the Employee Relations Committee (where employee 
representatives meet with senior management). In addition, 
employees regularly engage with management through weekly 
Visible Felt Leadership structures.

The CEO has also established a steering committee that meets 
monthly to review progress on engagement initiatives identified by 
employees during our Employee Engagement Surveys which are 
done biennially.

Workplace policies and procedures, which include the Grievance 
policy and procedure and the disciplinary policy and procedures, 
are in place. These are guidelines for both employees and 
management when dealing with disciplinary and grievance 
procedures in the workplace, and a disciplinary code is given to all 
employees on commencement of employment.

2017 IN REVIEW
Sixty-eight percent of Hulamin employees are covered by 
collective bargaining agreements.

No time was lost due to work stoppages, strike action, stay-aways 
or any industrial action in the company during 2017.  
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

PHILOSOPHY AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT
Hulamin strives to develop skilled and motivated employees 
through an outcomes-based approach to development that 
endorses personal growth, individual responsibility and a culture 
of lifelong learning. 

Training and development initiatives draw on the technological, 
operational and process knowledge that exists within the 
business, and uses this to guide employees into developing 
innovative solutions for real business challenges. This further 
builds organisational learning while maximising the potential of 
individual employees within the working environment.   

Hulamin believes that it is important to continue to develop 
organisational capabilities for future sustainability, and to 
contribute to reducing the skills shortage, thus boosting growth 
within the South African manufacturing context.

GOVERNANCE
To ensure a consistent approach, the Human Capital (HC) Executive 
is given overall responsibility for training and development 
strategies. Line managers are responsible for leading the training 
and development efforts within each manufacturing area.  
They are supported by training and development specialists who 
report to the HC Executive. Engagement at shop floor level takes 
place through quarterly training committee meetings that include 
Union representatives. Training progress is monitored quarterly at 
the Hulamin Learning and Development Review, attended by line 
management and executives. 

APPROACH
The learning programmes are based on a blended approach, 
which combines class-based programmes with on-the-job 
training, participation in projects and task teams as well as 
e-learning. Hulamin has intensive training programmes in place, 
including but not limited to the following:  

• Integrated Manufacturing Approach Visual Management.

• Talent management. 

• Building leadership and management capability. 

• Developing technical competence. 

• Building commercial acumen. 

• Shop floor competency training. 

• Learnerships for people with disabilities.

• Pipeline development programmes, which include but are not 
limited to apprenticeship and learnership, tertiary bursary 
schemes for external students and internal educational 
assistance.

Performance management remains the key driver in Hulamin’s 
talent management approach. Key performance indicators and 
performance reviews are calibrated to ensure alignment to the 
business’s critical drivers. All staff or salaried employees are 
subject to bi-annual performance reviews and eight-weekly career 
conversations. The review process has been aligned to Hulamin’s 
accountability matrix whereby an employee must be assessed 
by his/her boss, a team member and a relevant specialist and 
includes consolidated performance feedback to the employee.  
This multiple perspective process provides a broader view of 
employee capabilities.  

A Training Committee has been established that functions in 
accordance with the requirements of the Skills Development Act 
and the Merseta. This Committee is guided by terms of reference 
that clearly define the roles and responsibilities of the committee 
and the representation in respect of the employees, the employer 
and organised labour.  

The main objectives of the committee include:

• Developing and creating opportunities and initiatives for skills 
development and retention within the workplace, with special 
focus on employees from designated groups.

• Ensuring that high-quality and relevant education and training 
initiatives are in place that focus on growing and developing 
employees and ensuring that the organisation is well 
resourced for the future.

• Monitoring and reporting on skills development progress 
within the organisation and to the relevant statutory bodies.

• Ensuring compliance with regards to the Skills Development 
Act.
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TALENT MANAGEMENT
The talent management strategy has been refined to ensure 
that Hulamin has the appropriate plans and interventions to 
enable the organisation to have the right skills in place as cost-
effectively as possible, in order to meet future needs. Some of 
these interventions include: career development, recruitment 
and selection strategies, performance management, “career 
pathing”, coaching, mentoring, targeted learning and development 
programmes and performance management.

TALENT ACQUISITION
The recruitment and selection processes have been reviewed 
and refined to ensure that the organisation acquires high-
quality talent. The processes include; a professional recruitment 
approach, competency-based interviews and psychometric 
assessments. This process has enabled Hulamin to identify people 
with growth potential, to understand how to plan for their future 
development and aspirations as well as to ensure that they are 
culture-fit.  

CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND SUCCESSION PROGRAMME
Hulamin has introduced a structured career development and 
succession planning programme in conjunction with a leadership 
development company called YSA.

The programme which was launched in February 2016 and 
comprises of 60 candidates is reviewed annually.

Refining and delivering a structured and integrated succession 
planning and career development processes are areas of the 
talent management strategy that have received deliberate 
attention and will continue to receive sharper focus.  

Succession planning and career development initiatives are key 
levers that focus on determining Hulamin’s current and future 
workforce needs, the existing bench strength, assessing critical 
positions and developing the required capabilities to meet these 
needs. Formal Talent Review Forums will be introduced fully in 
2018 with the broader Hulamin Talent forum being chaired by 
the CEO. This is indicative of people being critical to the business 
agenda.

Plans and initiatives that will support this include, a systemic 
approach to competency development, particularly technical 
competence, refining career paths for critical positions, reviewing 
and executing succession plans and career development actions, 
strategic workforce and resource planning, formal coaching and 
mentoring and targeted learning and development interventions. 

BUILDING LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY 
Hulamin has witnessed the value of introducing internal 
leadership development programmes tiered according to levels 
of management in the organisation. These programmes are 
the; Hulamin Mentorship Development Programme (HMDP), the 
Hulamin Leadership Development Programme (HLD), the Hulamin 
Middle Management Development Programme (HMMDP) and 
the Hulamin Front Line Leadership Development Programme 
(HFLLDP).

These programmes are practical, focus on “real” organisational 
challenges, and are appropriately customised to Hulamin’s needs.  
They include a blend of workshops, individual work, action-
learning projects, assessment feedback, and one-on-one coaching 
and mentoring.  

The leadership development programmes are closely linked to the 
succession plan and career development programmes and are all 
anchored by a sound coaching and mentoring process.  

Intense effort and energy will be dedicated to rolling out these 
development programmes in a systematic and phased manner to 
other appropriate employees.

Other appropriate learning and development programmes will 
also be implemented to address leadership and management 
capability. These include the Management Development 
Programme (MDP) through the University of Stellenbosch as 
well as essential courses and workshops to address skills 
gaps. Hulamin had 15 employees participating in the USB MDP 
programme, two of whom were Isizinda employees 

BUILDING TECHNICAL CAPABILITY AND COMPETENCE
In order to enhance and support the development of technical 
competence, a Technical Training Committee has been established 
to streamline Hulamin’s technical competence development. This 
Committee identifies and reviews the current and future technical 
training needs of the business to establish the relevance and 
alignment to Hulamin’s strategic direction. The committee sources 
and works with training providers, particularly international 
technology partners to develop relevant technology training 
programmes for Hulamin.

During 2017, international training consultancy TSC, delivered  
in-house technical training courses. These courses were attended 
by technologists, process specialists and product specialists.  
The courses covered the following topics:

• Sheet Metallurgy.

 – The aim of the course was to improve the skills and 
knowledge of technologists in the area of aluminium 
metallurgy.  

• Cold Mills Constraints Pass Schedule

 – The aim of the training was to improve technical knowledge 
on how to optimise the cold mill pass schedules for 
improved quality and throughput.

• Hot Mill Constraints Pass Schedule.

 – This course focused on improving technical knowledge on 
how to optimise the hot mill pass schedules for improved 
quality and throughput.

• Hot rolling profile control programme and can end stock 
technical programme.

• Hot rolling constraints technical programme.

• Other technical training included; statistical process control 
training, lean manufacturing training and the Kepner Tregoe 
problem solving course.  

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED

1
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME
Hulamin introduced Key Performance Indicator (KPI) calibration 
sessions to ensure that all departmental and individual objectives 
are aligned to the business objectives and are clearly defined. 
The process includes role alignment to organisational strategies 
and goals, a step-by-step process from objective setting through 
to coaching, development and evaluation as well the appropriate 
tools and resources.

The aim of the programme is to improve the overall business 
performance by effectively engaging and managing employee 
performance.

The next phase of the process will focus on applying concerted 
and rigorous effort to embedding this process in the organisation 
and holding line management accountable for the process so that 
it becomes a culture within the organisation.

In 2017, development of material for managing poor performance 
was completed and the next phase is to roll out workshops to 
capacitate management on the process and its implementation 
will take place in 2018. The roll-out of this process will follow a 
clearly defined and systematic approach.  

SHOP FLOOR COMPETENCY TRAINING
Efforts remain focused on developing shop-floor competence  
to meet the required changes and objectives of the business.  
This includes delivering relevant skills programmes and 
learnerships in manufacturing technology. The programmes  
are at National Qualifying Framework (NQF) level 3 and 4

The course content includes communication, mathematics, 
understanding the manufacturing environment, quality and safety 
concepts. The programme consists of modular-based training 
and practical assessment. These programmes are closely aligned 
with Hulamin’s internal visual management processes, Kiazen 
initiatives, process control training and other shop floor training 
support processes that are delivered through the Continuous 
Improvement function.

During 2017, 50 people participated in this intervention. This 
figure included 20 unemployed learners who completed 
their programme in September 2017. Hulamin has absorbed 
(employed) 90% of these learners as part of strengthening its shop 
floor competency.

There are employees who participated in the learnership program 
who have since been promoted to front line leadership.

LEARNERSHIPS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
In 2017, Hulamin enrolled 50 learners into a learnership for 
people living with disabilities. The learners have done very well 
and will be completing their training during Q1 of 2018. During the 
forthcoming years, increased attention will be placed on improving 
the training and development of employees with disabilities, 
in order to improve their skill sets as well their employment 
prospects.

PIPELINE DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEER-IN-TRAINING PROGRAMME
The structured Engineer-In-Training Programme (EIT) that was 
introduced in 2013 has progressed well. This training incorporates 
a comprehensive 24-month modular-based programme that 
covers all Hulamin-specific technology, and the development of 
technical, managerial and personal competencies. The training 
takes place through on-the-job assignments, projects and rotation 
to different manufacturing areas within the business. The trainees 
are assigned mentors and undergo quarterly performance 
reviews. There are currently two trainees on the programme in the 
metallurgical engineering, and industrial engineering disciplines. 
Hulamin have partnered with the Durban Automotive Cluster 
(DAC) to expose these trainees to the commercial aspects of the 
business. These modules include people management, industrial 
relations, supply chain and finance. The trainees are also assigned 
external mentors. 

Two of the previous EITs have completed the EIT Programme and 
have been employed into permanent positions. Both are African 
females.

Hulamin are in discussion with the DAC to explore whether a 
similar programme could be implemented for technicians.

IN-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAMME
The in-service training programme has proved to be a successful 
sourcing strategy for Hulamin to recruit and develop technologists 
to meet the organisation’s needs.

There are currently 24 in-service trainees, registered on the 
programme in the metallurgical, industrial engineering, electrical 
engineering and mechanical engineering disciplines. All are 
African, and of the 24 trainees, seven are females.  

The trainees are currently undergoing a structured training 
programme over a one-year period. The training includes a 
six-month interpersonal skills training programme and specific 
on-the-job assignments supported by their mentors. Due to the 
intensity of the Metallurgy program, it is the only one that runs 
over 24 months. Hulamin will continue to use this programme 
as a source to recruit and develop technologists to meet the 
organisation’s needs.

Plans have been developed and will be implemented in a phased 
approach to manage the intake of in-service trainees over the 
duration of the business plan. This will also allow the business to 
realise its return on investment.

APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING PROGRAMME
Since the inception of the Apprentice Training Programme in 2004, 
85 apprentices have qualified as artisans in less than the required 
four-year training period. These artisans have been placed in the 
manufacturing areas that sponsored their training. Future intake 
of apprentices will be in line with the skills needs of the business 
and will have a strong bias towards Africans and females.  
We currently have 22 apprentices. 

Efforts will be concentrated on developing and implementing a 
structured artisan development programme in order to improve 
the skill levels and competence of artisans and to ensure that 
artisan succession is firmly in place.

2
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THE BURSARY PROGRAMMES
Hulamin offers study opportunities at recognised South 
African universities to all races, with a bias towards previously 
disadvantaged South African students. These are full bursaries 
coupled with mentorship from the business as well as practical 
experience during university vacation periods. Currently there  
are 14 bursary holders studying metallurgical, industrial, 
electrical, mechanical engineering and BComm (Accounting –  
CA Programme) at the Universities of Pretoria, Witwatersrand, 
Rhodes and KwaZulu-Natal. Of these bursary holders, nine are 
African. There are six female bursary holders, five of whom are 
African. Hulamin also identified talent amongst its employees 
and offered them bursaries and study fultime in their field. Two 
females were sponsored by Hulamin, one to pursue a Chartered 
Accountant qualification and the other a metallurgist qualification.

Hulamin will continue to offer bursaries in line with the business’ 
needs with specific focus on Africans and females. The annual 
Hulamin Career Fair and road shows to schools took place in 
May and June 2017. The local schools, particularly those from 
disadvantaged communities, participated in this event. The event 
provides an opportunity for Hulamin to educate learners on the 
Hulamin business, the careers offered by the organisation and 
to source new bursary holders for the oncoming year. Hulamin 
also showcases its home-grown talent in the form of employees 
from various engineering disciplines who were sponsored by the 
company during their tertiary education.

Plans are in place to ensure that this pipeline is increased and 
maintained during the coming years. Plans include an increased 
focus on sourcing bursary holders through holding additional 
career fairs, school and university road shows.

PIPELINE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMES OVER SEVEN YEARS

Year Apprentice
In-service

 trainees Bursars

2010 20 28 20

2011 16 0 14

2012 11 8 12

2013 8 10 10

2014 10 16 10

2015 11 22 8

2016 11 29 13

2017 24 24 14

THE NEEDLE HAS MOVED – A POSITIVE 
SHIFT TO ENGAGING OUR EMPLOYEES 
The heart, mind and hands of the employee determine how 
connected they are to the organisation they work for. Hulamin 
understands and recognises this and also believes that its 
employees play a critical role in the successful execution of the 
company strategy and its vision for growth.

Understanding how critical it is to take its employees on the 
journey to success, Hulamin conducted another employee 
engagement survey to ensure that it is responsive and attuned 
to its employees’ needs and that it continuously make them 
feel valued. This survey allowed Hulamin to gauge the current 
state of engagement as well as establish a baseline to track 
views, perceptions and changes in employee engagements 
over time. 

The employee engagement survey conducted in 2017 indicated 
that only 60% of employees were engaged compared to 
employee engagement results of 2015. The norm of improved 
increase is between 3% to 5% percent but our increase was 
7%. This is something to shout about and was a pleasing result 
for the Hulamin team, as a lot of effort went into implementing 
initiatives as recommended by the employees themselves. 

One of these changes includes a complete overhaul of the 
performance management process since 2015. Although 
the process has been implemented in a phased approach, 
the fruits thereof are starting to show with most employees 
starting to give positive feedback about the process. Another 
critical factor in improving employee engagement was 
leadership. Hulamin has introduced a leadership development 
programme that has the same principles at all levels of 
management. This has resulted in employees recognising a 
positive shift in the leadership of the organisation.

In all critical dimensions which were identified in 2015, there 
has been a positive shift although it varies in levels. In 2018 
Hulamin will focus on issues that were identified by the 
recent survey and will engage with employees to see how we 
could improve going forward. Hulamin believes in a healthy 
relationship with its employees and continuously tries to 
improve this relationship.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED
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SAFETY

PHILOSOPHY AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT
Hulamin is committed to the wellbeing of employees and to 
providing a safe working environment that ensures that the 
business continues to function effectively and retains and attracts 
skilled people in future.

Hulamin has embedded a culture of safety in the organisation to 
ensure that its plants are operated safely and that employees are 
protected from injury or from harm due to incidents or exposure. 
To achieve this, employees and the teams in which they work are 
guided and supported in taking responsibility for their own safety. 
Hulamin seeks to continuously improve its safety performance 
by measuring and monitoring both leading and lagging indicators 
that are aligned to industry best practice.

GOVERNANCE
The Hulamin Executive Team is accountable for safety and there 
are formal structures in place to identify, evaluate and control 
operational risks. The Hulamin Safety, Health and Environmental 
and Risk committees formulate the strategy and standards,  
and drive the principles of management commitment through 
Visible Felt Leadership.

The three-way accountability model (team, line and specialist) 
ensures that all employees and contractors are aware of the roles, 
responsibilities and routines.

Hulamin is audited for verification and compliance in line with 
the OHSAS 18001(Occupational Health and Safety) management 
standard. A recertification audit was conducted on 24 and  
25 April 2017. There was one major and sixteen minor non-
conformities recorded against the requirements of OHSAS 
18001:2007 and one against the statutory and regulatory 
requirements. All findings were successfully closed and a 
“Clearance of Findings Letter” was forwarded via email on  
22 May 2017. Hulamin retained the OHSAS 18001 Certification 
for a further three years. A surveillance audit of our Management 
System will be conducted in June 2018.

APPROACH
A strategy has been developed that focuses on two key pillars: 
culture and risk. The cultural pillar addresses behavioural change, 
while the risk pillar addresses the safety systems.

This strategy is underpinned by the following principles:

• Zero harm is possible

• Learning organisation based on the “Plan, Do, Check, Act” 
system

• Visible leadership

• System integration

• Best practice partnering

• Assignment of roles, responsibilities and routines

• Shared learnings

• Stakeholder involvement

• Alignment to values

• Compliance to legal elements and standards

CULTURE PILLAR
ORGANISATION
Leadership provides direction and is visible in terms of 
commitment on the shop floor. This is achieved through the setting 
of objectives, and the development of standards and policies.  
The three-tier accountability model (team, line and specialist) 
ensures that all persons have clear, defined roles, responsibilities 
and routines. Management systems are the foundation for 
ensuring a positive safety culture.

It is critically important that equipment is operated and maintained 
in a safe manner through effective asset care management and 
through training and instruction that ensures the competency of 
all employees. The planned job observation tool is very effective in 
addressing safety concerns relating to plant and equipment.

PERSON
The behavioural component addresses human factors by 
providing a culture that is open and transparent and encourages 
involvement and participation. Ergonomic factors are taken into 
consideration regarding the human interface with plant and 
equipment.

RISK PILLAR
This is the systematic approach entrenching the Plan, Do, Check, 
Act principle. The OHSAS 18001 Health and Safety Management 
Standard and Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1993, are used 
for the framework of risk management.

Focused projects are being implemented by the High Risk Safety 
Committee (HRSC) to reduce the exposure risk of employees. 
These projects address aspects such as:

• machine guarding;

• equipment isolation (lock out, tag out);

• pedestrian-vehicle interface;

• overhead crane safety;

• working at heights;

• explosion risks;

• confined spaces;

• contractor safety; and

• engaged employees.

Safety performance is tracked by means of a scorecard that 
reflects both leading and lagging indicators. Emphasis is placed on 
ensuring that we measure the correct leading indicators in order 
to achieve optimum results.
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The workflow diagram below illustrates the mapping of the safety and health strategy.

Level 4 management teams provide the strategic framework by setting objectives related to the formal management systems. Level 3 and 2 
focus on the audit and review principle. They are required to conduct planned job observations and also to formally review the implementation 
of their management systems. Level 1 teams conduct safety talks and report near-misses, and are also involved in simple problem-solving 
techniques.

Leadership Incident
managementEngagement High risk Risk 

management

World best practice Legal
requirementsPolicies and strategy

Review structure Legal compliance Accreditation

• Safety VFLs

• Walk the talk

• PJOs

•  Consequence 
management

• Safety talks

•  Risk assessments

•  Induction 
(including 
contractors

•  Engagement 
survey

• HRSC

• Crane

• ME/Ped

• LOTO

• Guarding

• Explosions

•  Basement  
and height

• Contractors

•  HS risk register

• E risk register

• Walk the talk

• PJOs

• Inspections

•  Incident 
investigation

•  Emergency 
response

SHE SYSTEM

Governance

 Principles, targets and objectives Results

SAFETY CONTINUED
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HISTORICAL SAFETY PERFORMANCE
The key indicators that measure the safety performance of the 
Hulamin Group are shown in the tables below:

LOST TIME INJURY FREQUENCY RATE

Rate
Number 

of incidents

 2017 LTIFR 0,22LA 8

2016 LTIFR 0,03LA 1

2015 LTIFR 0,31LA 9

2014 LTIFR 0,08LA 2

2013 LTIFR 0,54LA 13

2012 LTIFR 0,33LA 9

TOTAL RECORDABLE FREQUENCY RATE

Rate
Number 

of incidents

 2017 TRCFR 0,61LA 21

2016 TRCFR 0,27LA 7

2015 TRCFR 0,99LA 28

2014 TRCFR 0,66LA 17

2013 TRCFR 1,00LA 24

2012 TRCFR 1,00LA 18

The targets for 2017 were: LTIFR of 0,18 and TRCFR of 0,50.

During 2017, Hulamin continued to drive safety standards and 
improvements on unsafe conditions. Human behaviour is still 
currently the biggest contributor to injuries.  

After 11 years of being fatality free, on 6 November 2017,  
Michael Gumede, a contractor repairing a roof of our Edendale site 
fell to his death. This tragic incident has had a profound effect on 
the entire company. Further improvements and corrective actions 
will be implemented to ensure that the workforce is free from 
harm or injury.

There was oneLA fatality in 2017 with noneLA in 2016.

The number of lost time injuries (LTIs) increased from one in 2016 
to eight in 2017. Hulamin continues to monitor high-potential 
hazards and incidents that caused injuries to learn from them 
and improve safety behaviour and conditions. Analyses have 

shown that hand injuries were the greatest contributor to injuries 
this year. Through the safety improvement plans, the business is 
focusing its efforts reducing injuries throughout the plant. 

An independent safety audit was conducted for Hulamin 
Operations from 28 August to 8 September 2017. The scope of the 
audit was limited to the following protocols:

• Incident Investigation, Risk Assessments and Change Control

• Inspection Programme

• Housekeeping and Storage

• Personal Protective Equipment

• Isolation Procedures (Lockout/Tagout)

• Fall Protection Programmes

• Crane Safety

• Mobile Equipment/Pedestrian Interface

• Confined Space and Basement Entry

• Prevention of Fires/Explosions – Combustible Dusts,  
Fines or Pellets

• Prevention of Fires/Explosions – Molten Metal

• Machine Guarding

All deficiencies identified were addressed, and the corrective 
actions to be taken were noted.

Hulamin will continue to work with employees and with the 
regulatory authorities to address risks and improve Safety 
Performance for 2018.

SAFETY TRAINING
The focus of the Safety Health and Environment (SHE) team was 
on optimising the training programme to equip the workforce to 
work safely. The SHE team re-evaluated the training need analysis 
and 27 specific modules were identified. From the 27 modules 11 
were newly identified.

With the volume of training required, condensed training modules 
were developed in order to reduce the burden on operational 
teams. This innovation focused on outcome sets, for example:  
Lockout/Tag out, Risk Assessment, Permit to work and Guarding. 
These were combined into a single one-day training session. 
Where required each of these modules can still be done as a 
detailed single-day session.

The focus in 2018 will be on improving the Training Data 
management system to enhance efficiency and make it user 
friendly.

LA  Limited Assurance provided by independent assurance provider, refer page 10.
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SAFETY CONTINUED

Exceptional Fork Lift Truck Driver, Bheki Dladla, Coil Processing

Recognition of Exceptional Work, Nombuso Luthuli, Coil Processing

Recognition of Exceptional Work, Nombuso Zuma, Cold Mills

Most Improved Department, Foil Mill

Best Overall Team, Die Shop, Extrusions Pmb

Award categories:
EXCEPTIONAL FORK LIFT TRUCK DRIVER
HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE
ENVIRONMENTAL REPRESENTATIVE
HOUSEKEEPING
MOST IMPROVED
BEST

SAFETY AWARDS
The Hulamin Safety Department was proud to celebrate its 2017 
Safety Awards on 4 December to recognise all those who exhibited 
a commitment to Hulamin’s Safety, Health and Environmental 
policies and whose safety performances are judged to be 
exemplary.  In line with the principles, values, standards and 
procedures we thank each member for his or her unique talents 
and applaud all efforts to make Hulamin a safer and better place.

Our Safety Awards was attended by Hulamin Executives, together 
with Rolled Products and Extrusion employees.

Our General Manager (SHE), Mr Pieter Grobler welcomed all 
present and explained that the competition was tough, as we 
received numerous excellent motivations for all categories. All 
departments and individuals deserve congratulations for their 
commitment to Safety, Health and Environment. Before handing 
over to our CEO he elaborated by saying that “Our Vision still 
remains, to have all our employees, colleagues, contractors, and 
visitors return home safely at the end of each day”.

Our Chief Executive Officer, Mr Richard Jacob greeted all present 
and said that our employees are one of our key stakeholders and 
are entitled to work in a safe environment. Unfortunately incidents 
occur, which alerts us to the ongoing need to be vigilant in respect 
of safety of our employees and contractors. He explained that on 
Monday, 6 November 2017, Michael Gumede, a contractor working 
on repairing the Foil Mill roof on our Edendale site, fell to his death. 
This tragic event led to considerable reflection on safety and we 
will do this by implementing corrective actions and improvements 
that keep all workers on our site free from harm or injury.

In conclusion Grobler stated that the highlight for 2017 was 
the commitment from the shop floor due to the continuous 
engagement by all stakeholders, which led to the Safety culture 
being well entrenched. He said we also experienced vast 
improvements in all aspects of safety across the plant due to 
shared learnings.
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Exceptional Fork Lift Truck Driver, Kevin Ram, Coil Processing Best Overall Fork Lift Truck Driver, Nishen Rambally, Coil Processing

Recognition of Exceptional Work, Dillion Whiteman, Die Maintenance Recognition of Exceptional Work, Ruben Naicker, Plate Plant

Recognition of Exceptional Work, Nkosinathi Mayila, Die Shop Recognition of Exceptional Work, Alvin Perumal, Anodising

Best Overall Department, Plate Most Improved Level 1 Team, Mambas, Coil Processing

Best Overall Department, Cold MillsMost Improved Department, Coil Processing
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PHILOSOPHY AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT
Hulamin believes that the good health of employees is essential 
for motivation, safety, capability and productivity. To this end,  
we offer benefits to employees and their families and friends.  
The enhancement of employee health also contributes to reduced 
absenteeism and promotes good working relationships.

Hulamin has adopted a “shared responsibility” approach to the 
wellbeing of its employees. In this regard, the company equips 
employees with the appropriate education and healthcare facilities 
for employees to best manage their own health.

GOVERNANCE
The Safety and Technology Executive leads the Employee Health 
Portfolio and reports to the CEO, who in turn reports to the board 
of directors.

Hulamin is audited for verification and compliance in line with the 
OHSAS 18001 management standard.

APPROACH
A broad range of stakeholders are involved in employee 
health, including the Hulamin board, management, employee 
representatives, employee families, health practitioners and the 
employees themselves. Hulamin is dependent on its workforce for 
valuable skills and experience, and thus the consequences of poor 
health would affect Hulamin’s performance across all indicators.

Progress is monitored through the reviews conducted by the 
Safety Committee, Health and Environment Committee, Risk 
Management Committee and the Health Care Centre.

Hulamin sees three key components to managing health in a 
workplace:

• Occupational health

• Occupational medicine

• Occupational hygiene.

Occupational health is the promotion and maintenance of physical, 
mental and social wellbeing of employees to control risks. It is 
also the adaptation of work to people, and people to their jobs.  
It deals with the prevention and treatment of disease and injury  
at work, such as:

• injuries on duty;

• occupational asthma; and

• noise-induced hearing loss.

Hygiene surveys and medical surveillance programmes that 
comprise, inter alia, lung function tests, audiogrammes and 
eyesight tests are conducted. Biological monitoring is also 
conducted where appropriate. The objective of these surveys is to 
assist in determining whether the concentration levels of these 
hazards conform to legal requirements.

The sources of hazards are addressed through engineering 
methods to eliminate or significantly reduce the risk. If this is not 
feasible then suitable personal protective equipment is provided, 
based on the assigned protection factor for respiratory equipment 
or the noise reduction rating for ear protection.

A healthcare centre is staffed by employees with the appropriate 
skills, competencies and qualifications in the field of medicine 
and occupational health nursing practices to manage these three 
components.

The Hulamin clinic provides a comprehensive medical surveillance 
program to our employees. This programme is tailored around 
any health risks which may have been identified by the health risk 
audits being conducted in the manufacturing departments.

The purpose of the programme is twofold. Firstly, in line with legal 
obligations, we are able to issue employees with a certificate of 
fitness where required, and secondly, employees are afforded the 
opportunity to acquire an individual health profile. This in turn, 
encourages an employee to be proactive about their health as 
opposed to being reactive to ailments and illnesses.

Medical surveillance, which includes audiometry, lung functions, 
sight screening, physical examinations and various other 
screening tests, aids in identifying and addressing health risks 
on a personal level. During this time, employees are educated 
on a personal level addressing specific issues that may have 
been identified. They are encouraged and empowered to take 
responsibility for their health on a personal level.

These consultations with the clinic also provide an opportunity to 
ensure that each employee understands their particular risks and 
how to reduce or prevent them. Health and lifestyle issues are 
addressed and ongoing relevant education and advice is given.  
Flu vaccines are offered to employees every year.

2017 IN REVIEW
There have been zeroLA noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) claims 
identified this year compared to fourLA in 2016. TwoLA cases of 
occupational dermatitis were reported this year, compared to 
fiveLA in 2016. Employees are demonstrating a greater awareness 
regarding these issues as education around them continues.

The sight screening performed at the clinic identifies employees 
with reduced visual acuity and these employees are then referred 
for further support and follow up where required.

In addition to the medical surveillance program, the clinic assists 
non-medical aid employees in the management of all chronic 
conditions – this includes diagnosis, stabilising and treatment, 
education, ongoing monitoring and follow up – this is all done  
on-site and assists with reducing time spent off-site for 
monitoring, treatment and reviews.

The clinic also provides opportunity throughout the year for 
employees who wish to undergo HIV counselling and testing.

Total HIV management costs for 2017 amounted to R371 390LA 
compared to R343 406LA in 2016. The number of employees on the 
Hulamin programme decreased from 61 in January 2017 to 54 
in December 2017 due to some employees joining a medical aid 
scheme and others leaving the company. 

A primary healthcare service is also provided by the clinic and 
assists employees with the treatment of minor ailments and 
illnesses. It also provides advice, guidance, counselling and 
referrals where needed.

HEALTH

LA  Limited Assurance provided by independent assurance provider, refer page 10.
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WELLNESS PROGRAMME
The year 2017 saw a different approach to the Hulamin 
wellness initiative. The Business joined forces with TB/HIV 
Care Association, in partnership with the Department Of 
Health for the uMgungundlovu district, to offer sessions of free 
healthcare services to employees in the workplace.

The health service package included:

• TB screening

• Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs) screening and 
treatment

• Pap smears

• Condom education 

• Medical Male Circumcision (MMC) education and 
information/bookings to have one

These tests were offered over and above the usual tests 
offered, such as:

• Cholesterol

• Body Mass Index (BMI)

• Blood sugar testing

• Blood pressure

• Height and weight measures

• Voluntary counselling and testing

To encourage Hulamin employees to know their HIV status and 
to support the theme of, “Taking the Lead”, on World Aids Day, 
1 December, Hulamin was honoured to host Pietermaritzburg’s 
Health Delegation. The delegation included; Member of the 
Executive Council, Ms Belinda Scott, the United States Consul 
General Sherry Zalika Sykes, Office of the Msunduzi District 
Mayor, Howick Local Mayor: Councillor Sizwe Sokhela,  
the Department of Health Head of Department champions  
and a number of representatives from the Local Municipality. 

The delegation spent time encouraging employees and 
applauded Hulamin for the difference it is making in the 
Pietermaritzburg community by providing employees with 
services and facilities such as the Wellness Programme  
and the Clinic. 
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CORPORATE INFORMATION

HULAMIN LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa) 
Registration number: 1940/013924/06  
Share code: HLM
ISIN: ZAE000096210
Founded: 1940
Listed: 2007
Sector: Industrial Metals and Mining

BUSINESS ADDRESS AND REGISTERED OFFICE
Moses Mabhida Road
Pietermaritzburg
3201

POSTAL ADDRESS
PO Box 74 
Pietermaritzburg
3200

CONTACT DETAILS
Telephone: +27 33 395 6911
Facsimile: +27 33 394 6335 
Website: www.hulamin.co.za
Email: hulamin@hulamin.co.za 

SECURITIES EXCHANGE LISTING
South Africa (Primary)
JSE Limited

TRANSFER SECRETARIES
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited 
Rosebank Towers
15 Biermann Avenue
Rosebank  
Johannesburg
2196
PO Box 61051
Marshalltown
2107

AUDITORS 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 
34 Richeford Circle, Ridgeside Office Park 
Umhlanga Rocks
4319
PO Box 1274
Umhlanga Rocks
4320
Practice number: 905178E 
Telephone: +27 31 271 2000
Facsimile: +27 31 815 2000 
Website: www.pwc.com/za 

SPONSOR
Questco Corproate Advisory Proprietary Limited 
1st Floor, Yellowwood House
Ballywoods Office Park
33 Ballyclare Drive
Bryanston
2191
Telephone: +27 11 011 9200
Email: sponsor@questco.co.za
Website: www.questco.co.za

DIRECTORATE
NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
CA Boles*
LC Cele*1

VN Khumalo
RL Larson*2

TP Leeuw*
N Maharajh*
NNA Matyumza*
B Mehlomakulu (Dr)*
ME Mkwanazi, Chairman* 
SP Ngwenya
AT Nzimande*2

PH Staude*
GHM Watson*
GC Zondi (Alternate)

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
RG Jacob, Chief Executive Officer 
AP Krull, Chief Financial Officer
MZ Mkhize, Group Executive: Manufacturing
*  Independent non-executive directors.
1  Resigned 30 April 2017.
2  Appointed 1 April 2017.

COMPANY SECRETARY
W Fitchat
Email: willem.fitchat@hulamin.co.za 

CORPORATE INFORMATION AND INVESTOR RELATIONS
BA Mngadi
Email: Ayanda.Mngadi@hulamin.co.za 





Think future. Think aluminium.

www.hulamin.com


